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The purpose of this
significant

study was to determine

change in the academic achievement,

XII grade-point

averages,

the accreditation

of Alberta's

of Alberta

The experimental

100, 1976-77 matriculation
the rural

school jurisdictions

students

graduates

graduates

of 100, 1971-72 and of
fran schools

population

who had graduated

from

All of the

had cc:mpleted their

year at the Medicine Hat College the year following

their

freshman
graduation

fran high school.
The variables

analyzed

in this

Examination Grade XII grade-point

study were:

averages,

in

zone 6; and of 100, 1971-72,

in the Medicine Hat urban school jurisdication.
in the experimental

since

in 1973.

who had graduated

in Education

and of 100, 1976-77 matriculation
schools

consisted

graduates

as measured by Grade

matriculation

high schools

population

if there had been a

(1) Departmental

(2) Teacher-assigned

vii
Grade XII grade-point
averages,

averages,

and (4) zmes

Correlation
grade-point

the accreditation
correlation

(rural

were calculated

and college

of Alberta

with college

which had been obtained

.OS level

grade-point

averages before and after

high schools.

The Grade XII grade-point

The Fisher's

between Grade XII

Results

indicated

that the

ranged fran .36 to 50.

coefficients

correlations

freshmen grade-point

and urban).

coefficients

averages

(3) college

averages which showed the highest

freshmen grade-point
on Departmental

Zr transformation

of significance,

that

between the zcnes' correlation

averages were those

Examinations.

statistical

test

indicated,

there was no significant
coefficients

at the

difference

before and after

accredi-

tation.
The two way analysis
was no significant

mean difference

Grade XII grade-point

averages

was, however, a significant
rural

of variance

test

ference

The t test

and teacher-assigned

difference

creditation

grade-point

graduates'

mean difference
averages prior

mean difference

of variance

between the

statistical

mean difgraduates'

but after

ac-

at the .01 level.
test

results

in the Medicine Hat College's

to or after

There

Grade XII grade-point

before accreditation,

there was a significant

The two-way analysis
no significant

at the .01 level,

and urban zone's matriculation

averages

that there

grades.

showed that there was no significant

between the rural

Grades XII grade-point

indicated

between Departmental Examinations

and urban zones' matriculation

averages.

results

showed
freshmen

accreditation.
(100 pages)

CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Control
Ccntrol
granted

of education

under Section

in Canada is a provincial

93 of the British

ccntinuation

of all

jo yed by minorit y groups prior
provinces

in Canada
responsibility,

North America Act of 1867,

with amendments, is t.he Ca1stitution

which, together
Act guarantees

of Education

of Alberta

sumed responsibility
Five Acts include

(Statues

the legislation

This

alread y en-

territories

becaning

of Canada, 1973).

came into existence

for educating

fined and regulated.

and privileges

to the various

under Confederation

The Province

rights

of Canada.

the children
by which this

in 1905 and thus aswithin

its borders.

responsibilit

y is de-

These Acts are:

The Department of Education Act,
The School Act,
The School Taxation Act,
The School Attendance Act, and
The School Grants Act.

(Hawkesworth, 1969, p. 1)

The Department of Education Act sets up the Department of Education
with wide pcwers under the oversight
latter

elected

exercised
cmtrol

of the Minister

of Education,

as a member of the government in pcwer.

by the Minister
or prescribe

the

Under the po.vers

of Education are those which permit him to

the curriculum

of schools,

certification

of teachers,

2

textl:xx)ks and associated
examination

materials,

procedures,

supervisory

and standards

services,

grading and

(The Deparbnent of Education Act,

1973).
Malitoring

Educational

in Alberta
The Alberta
education

government,

for Alberta

and, with this,

see that the schools are fulfilling
education

to make certain

that standards

inconsistencies

across

evaluations

carpulsory

schools.

deparbnent

of educational

pointed

of the electorate.

in schools had been deemed necessary
in education

the early

examinations

were :ma.intained, and that
student

achievement

1970's,

therefore,

were eliminated,

when the last

the legitimization

was done by government through an extensive

examinations

school inspectors.

of monitoring,

the expectations

to

thus supposedly enhancing public coofidence

Until

standards

system of external

the responsibility

school systems regarding

were avoided,

in the local

Schools

since 1905, has had a mandate to provide

students

A system of monitoring

and Assessment

and inspections

When Alberta

it was the last

decided

Canadian province

by provicinally
to abandon this

apsystem

to do so (Rusnack,

1975).
Provincial
Since 1906, the year after
thousands of Alberta
vincially
required

Examinations

Alberta

secondary students

set and scored examinations.
to write such examinations

became a province,

hundreds of

have taken sane form of proThe grade levels

have changed several

of students
times,

and the

3

tests

have involved many formats,

essay,

short answer, matching,
Broodly speaking,

vincial

including

various

and multiple-choice

items.

examinations:

provide a basis

o

provide a screening
tional

for award of diplanas,
device for admission to post-secondary

provide evidence of changes in school prcgrams,

o

provide direction
Education,

for curriculum

review and changes.

of Schools in Alberta

On February 3, 1973, the then Minister

of Education,

Loo Hyndman, announced the withdrawal of canpulsory

mental examinations

and stated

for assigning

grades

final

1973).

that the teachers

in all courses

Following this

tendents

granting

student's

final

for all

the Honorable

Grade XII depart-

¼QUld be responsible
students

announcement, a number of Department of

province-wide

accreditation

marks, provided certain

Under this policy of accreditation,
teachers,

L~struct

with respect

criteria

were met by the school.

for minimum required

to be available

(Alberta Education,

for the follcwing

who wish to apply for certain

scholarships

to em-

time in a sub-

However, school systems were advised that departmental
wa.ild ccntinue

to Grade XII

school boards were required

and adhere to the Program of Studies

for students

(Alberta Ed-

were sent out to school boards and school superin-

Education directives

ploy certified

(Alberta

1973, p. 10)
Accreditation

ucation,

educa-

institutions,

o

ations

of

four major purfX)ses have been served by pro-

o

ject,

canbinations

1973).

examin-

purposes:
where it is

(a)

4

ildicated

that a department

examination

is required,

wlOare taking high schCXJl matriculation
s:udy, (c) for adults
Education,

(Alberta

subjects

(b) for students

through private

who have no means of obtaining

a schCXJlrnark

1973) •

Criticism

of the Accreditation

of Schools

in Alberta
Currently,
educational

much attention

standards

i..'1 Alberta

ccnfidence in the provision
This ccndition

obtains

The first

these functions

served,

to eliminate

in part,

re-

educational
the inspecin 1971.

Grade XII depart-

Further,

cooditions

these functions

in the efficacy

necessary

of their

respective

discrepancies

to establish

of the educational

schools'

for education
oper-

in the educa-

served to provide the back-

Since that time, numerous questions
of the public

to provide guidelines

and those responsible

to rreet identified

grrund data and information

bcsic skills

to society.

in 1973 (Rusnack, 1975).

ations and take action

preparation

of public

two major policy decisions

to phase rut canpulsory

cculd take stock of the current

ccnfidence

demise of

by the Alberta Department of Education

ard benchmarks by which educators

t ·ve process.

of education

of these was the decision

T1.e secood was the decision

Formerly,

and contri.ootion

decline

and assesSirent of the provincial

t :on of school operations

ment examinations

and the concanitant

fran at least

l~ting to the mcnitoring
s.stem.

is being paid to the apparent

areas and the inccnsistencies

system.

regarding

graduates,

and maintain public

the quality

of

the lack of mastery in

apparent

in student

5

assessment
corners

prccedures

of scciety

Proponents
that teachers
evaluate,

at the provincial

for the retention

of departmental

are more technically

qualified

they claim that departmental
pressures

provincial

examinations

examinations

to instruct

evaluations

to pass undeserving

rather

protect

students,

hold
than

teachers

and they argue that

provide a benchmark for year to year and lccale

cornpariscris.

an individual's

have emanated from various

(Rusnak, 1975).

fran lccal

to lccale

level

They also point out that there

departmental

examinations

is evidence that

scores are useful predictors

of ccritinued academic success

(Alberta Education , 1973) .

claim,

in the academic achievement of the school

that the deterioration

systems' matriculation

graduates

controls

on school evaluation

leniency

in the evaluation

They further

is due to the absence of external

pract i ces which lead to increased

of student

performance

(Alberta Education,

1973).
Statement of the Problem
The Alberta

Departrrent of Education and the lccal

are accountable

to those who provide the resources

out educational

prcgrarns.

They are accountable

of government for the resources
electorate,

the ultimate

such levels

whether there has been a significant

tation

(GPAs) of Alberta's
of Alberta

they use to carr y

both to other

have provided,

levels

and to the

source of all funds.

The problem which is the basis for this

averages

school boards

study is to determine

change in the grade-point

matriculation

high schools in 1973.

graduates

since the accredi-

6

CHAPTERII
REVIEWOF LITERA'IURE
PurfX)Se and Structure
The review of literature
of "evaluation"
zations.

deals with the concept

of institutions

and organi-

emphasis is focused on the term "evaluation"

as it

to school organizations.

A brief
States

in this chapter

as used in the assessment

Particular

applies

of the Review

histor y of the accreditation

and Canada is covered,

literature

as well as a detailed

on the accreditation

Problems associated

of schools

of schools

with the accrediting

in the United
review of the

in the Province of Alberta.

of Alberta

schools are also

included.
Finally,

studies

teacher-assigned

dealing

with the evidence of the unreliability

marks and the factors

related

to their

of

unreliability

have been cited.
Evaluation
Evaluation
cation

process.

different

as Part of the Educational

is an important

and integral

The term "evaluation"

times and for differing

Process

part of the formal edu-

has had different

purposes.

In Alterta,

meanings at
evaluation,

as the term has been applied

to the school as an institution,

associated

Inspection,

with inspection.

in turn,

is a concept

has been

7

inherited

£ran early

colcnial

beginnings,

and relates

sanewhat to the

functions

of Her Majesty's

Inspectors

of the United Kingdan (Hawkesworth,

In a broader context,

evaluation

has included the concepts of

1969).

measurement as used in psycholcgy and education,
use in the 30's as a reaction
on information
Evaluation

and skill

against

testing

is a broad concept,

and gained widespread

the relatively

procedures

narrow emphasis

then current

and me subject

in education.

to varying interpreta-

tions.
Hagen and Thorndike

(1960) have described

evaluation

as follows:

Evaluation in education signifies
describing something in terms
of selected attributes,
and judging the degree of acceptability
or suitability
of that which has been described.
The "sanething" that is to be described and judged niay be any aspect
of the educational scene, but is typically
(a) a total schaJl
prc:gram, (b) a curricular
procedure, (c) an individual or grcup
of individuals.
The process of evaluating involves three distinct aspects:
(a) selecting the attributes
that are important
(b) develc:ping and
for judging the specimen to be evaluated,
truly
applying procedures that will describe those attributes
and accurately,
and (c) synthesizing the evidence yielding into
a final judgement of worth.
(Hagen & Thorndike, 1960, p. 494)
Wrightstone
a relatively

(1950) in discussing

new technical

educational
ation

prc:gram.

indicates

term intrc:duced to evaluate

hensive concept of measurement.
l:ieing upon broad personality

evaluation

that

it is

a more canpre-

He sees the emphasis in evaluation

changes,

and the major objectives

Ahmann, Glock and Wardeberg (1960) define

as

of an
evalu-

sanewhat differently:
1:ietweenmeasurement and evaluation is often
Differentiating
difficult.
The two concepts are related, yet decidedly different.
Evaluation is a rrore inclusive process than measurement.
Measurement is only a part of evaluation.
It provides the inforniation upon which the evaluation is based. Educational evaluation

8

is a prcx:::ess in which information derived fran many sources is
used in order to arrive at a value judgement.
(Ahrnan, Glcx:::k&
Wardeberg, 1960, p. 9)
The concept of value judgements as a part of evaluation
important
that

question

Rerrmers, Gage and Rummel (1965) emphasize

one for research.

in evaluation

is an

one goes beyood the question

of "what value?"

Thus, evaluation

of goals to be reached and requires

of "hav much?" to the

presupposes

that the researcher

a definition
go beyond the

data provided by measurement.
The literature
may refer

to individuals

buildings,
all

relating

tives

indicates

or groups of individuals,

and to resa.irces

its ramifications

to evaluation

of ever y kind.

that the process
to curriculum,

The educational

is the scope for evaluation.

to

prcx:::ess in

It assumes objec-

that can be measured, but it goes beyond the measurement of

these objectives

to make value judgements concerning

canes or to indicate
The processes

of evaluation
postulated.

case studies,

take many forms, depending sanewhat
Anedcotal records,

and reports,

the purpose of more precise
Evaluation

together

an accreditation

program sanewhat attached

in Canada.

This accreditation

when facilities

and the character

ques-

with instruments

of high schools and accreditation
associated

War II,

interviews,

for

measurement may be used.

not been closely

of schools.

out-

trends.

upon the objectives
tionnaires,

predictable

of high schools have

Nova Scotia

for many years had

to the provincial

inspection

program was abandoned following World

for high school education

were greatly

of the schools changed (Hawkesworth, 1969).

expanded

9

Accreditation

of Schools in the United States

In the United States,
mental interference

in state

ment of basic standards
to the influence
agencies

education,

federal

govern-

has been made through accreditation.

of the national,

Accreditation

had in preparing

1'he following

of little

an approach to the establish-

regional

that secoodary school standards

(Millet~ 1952).
students

with its heritage

quotation

originated

for various
illustrates,

and state

It is due

accrediting

have been carefully

scrutinized

because of the difficulty

institutions
in part,

that

of higher education.

this difficulty:

Each college i.rnp:Jsed not onl y its own entrance examination,
High schools
but its own set of entrance requirements as well.
lccated in a region where colleges were numeroos frequently
had the difficult
task imposed upon them of preparing students
sets of entrance requirements,
to
in fcur or five different
enable different
students to enter as many different
colleges.
Preparation for one was of no necessity suitable for another.
(Mcnroe, 1919, p. 27)
High school accreditation

in the United

States

began in 1871,

when the Universit y of Michigan prepared

a list

answered by high schools whose graduates

sought admission to the Uni-

versity.

Following Michigan's

plan for accrediting

Indiana State Board of Education,
sity,

empowered selected

students
Indiana

as to their

thus became the first

schools was conferred

in cocperation

superintendents

fitness

of questions

to enter
state

high schools,

of schools to examine the
the university

(Ovard, 1966).

in which accreditation

of high
(Brawn, 1907).

prcgrams in other rnidwestern states

rapid and was followed by interstate

the

with Indiana Univer-

upcn the State Board of Education

Expansion of similar

to be

recognition

of graduates.

was

10

Michigan and Minnesota agreed to this
of-state

visitation

(Ovard, 1966).

150 other colleges
admission

of the state

decades of accreditation
universities

independently,

evaluated

survey sha.red that

were fostered

(Wright, 1952).
of regional

too, in cooperation

accrediting

and continue

acting

curriculum,

their

or acting

high schools.

of the states

as an accrediting

The

Wright's

had the

agency (Wright,
are unlikely

ever

upc:n the secondary schools meeting certain

insistence

building,

eventually

asso:::iations

to evaluate

in 1955 about foor-fifths

by the initiative

asso:::iations.

Ovard (1966, p. 482) canmented, "the states

to abolish

and

system of

Accreditation

with accrediting

department of education

1955).

institutions

were using a similar

and universities

became the responsibility

state

By 1897, 42 state

of oot-

(Wardlaw, 1948) •

The first

states,

because of the difficulty

and pupil-service

standards."

After the Kalamazoo case of 1872, the gra.rth of high schools
the United States

was exceedingly

secondary schools,

institutions

value of pranoting

closer

has been further
asso:::iations

rapid.

With the grcwth of these

of higher learning

relationships

in

with them.

began to see the
This relationship

promoted by the formation of regional

accrediting

(Bra.rn, 1907).

The Southern Asso:::iation of Colleges
example of a regional

asso:::iation.

and Secoodary Schools is an

It was organized

in November 1895

because:
the laxity of prevailing standards made such an organization
imperative.
Institutions
labelled universities
were, in same
cases, mere high schools, and, in other cases, second rate colleges •••
to elevate the standards of scholarships and to effect
uniformity of entrance requirements (Seldoo, 1958, p. 12).

11

The independent
accrediting

functions

have refined
States.
1.

accrediting

associations,

of the various

evaluating

procedures

These associations

state

irrespective

of the

department of education,

for high schools

in the United

include the following:

The Middle States

Association

of Colleges

and Secondary

Schools,
2.

The New England Association

3.

The North Central

of Colleges

Association

and Secondary Schools,

of Colleges

and Secondary

Schools,
4.

The Northwest Association

5.

The Southern Association

of Secondary and Higher Schools,
of Colleges

and Secondary Schools,

and
6.

The Western Association

The accrediting

associations

of Schools and Colleges.
have had as one of their

maintenance and improvement of education
and college
consultive

levels,
services

together

with the provision

and assistance

is the North Central

Association

which developed criteria
a.

philosophy

b.

educational

c.

organization,

d.

staff,

e.

library,

f.

administrative

g.

sch(X)l plant,

at the elementary,

of various
of Colleges

in the following

secondary,

of a wide range of
kinds.

A typical

example

and Secondary Schools

areas:

and objectives,
programs,
support and control,

and supervisory

purposes the

services,

12

h.

schcol day, school week and year ,

i.

requirements

j.

reporting

Recently
schcols

for graduation,

(North Central Association

the policies

Schcols have been revised.
(1968) contain

for the approval of secoodary

and criteria

within the North Central

Association

These policies

the follc:wing list

Quarterl y , 1966).

of Colleges
and Criteria,

of areas

and Secondary
Second Editioo

in which criteria

have been

developed:
a.

institutional

purpose,

b.

organizatioo,

admission and control,

c.

instructional

prcgrarn,

d.

professional

e.

extra-classrocm

activities,

f.

pupil persoonel

services,

g.

institutional

adaptabilit

h.

instructional

materials

i.

financial

j.

school facilities,

k.

evaluation

staff,

the United States
finement.
were tested
tested

center,

support,

(Proposed Policies

of Secoodary Schools,
The criteria

y,

and Criteria

for the Approval

1968).

used by the various
have been subject

accreditation
to critical

associations

investigation

in
and re-

Brink (1960) reported

that the first

Evaluative

Criteria

in over 200 schools,

and subsequent

revisions

have been

fran time to time.
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The findings
ministrators

reported

Cope (1953) studied
Tennessee,

of such research
positive

have varied.

results

the results

fran their

of their

based on the perceptions

Arkansas school aduse (Owens, 1952).

use in selected

of teachers

schools

in

in these schools.

His

study showed:
that,

1.

in the view of the teacher,

the Evaluative

Criteria

the procedures

can be useful

ootlined

in appraising

in

a school

prc::gram;
2.

that the procedures
successful

followed in sane 15 schools were not ver y

in develcping

better

school-conm.mit y relat i ons;

and
tha t t..rie schools did not f oll ow up t he finding s tha t developed

3.

in the evalua ti on .
Brasfi e l d (1956) , in a stud y including
supported

the findings

of Cope.

31 Mississippi

high schools,

He stated:

There was ver y little
organized group ef fort made by the schools
to carr y out the recanrnendations of the visiting canrnittees.
The schools 'Mere more concer ned with the self-evaluation
st udy
and the evaluation by the visiting ccmmittee than major changes
in school prc::grams that resulted fran recanrnendations made by
The major changes that may have resulted
visiting canrnittees.
fran recanrnendations were ccnfined to a few schools.
(Brasfield,
1956, p. 126)
Morrison

(1967) investigated

in the schools of Colorado.
and that changes were reported
occur,

however, in all

involving

the re-evaluation

He fa.ind all

re-evaluated

in all evaluated

areas.

areas with equal frequenc y .

small expenditures

prcgram cooducted
reported

Changes did not

Furtherrnore,

tended to be implemented.

changes,

changes
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A recurring
accreditation

theme that is found in the current

centers

literature

on

on the changes in emphasis and purpose of

Sheldoo (1962, p. 320) has stated:

accreditation.

Initially
accreditation
was develcped as a means of facilitating
the admission of students to college, or as educators would say
tcday, of improving the articulation
between secondary schools
and colleges and universities.
Gajewsky and Shore (1973, p. 4) have observed that:
•••
the emphasis of accreditation
has changed to fit the needs
of the educational ccmt1Unity so that "education articult.ion"
between colleges and high schools is no longer a factor to be
considered.
Instead, specialized
accreditation
has been adopted and "their
emphasis •••
is on assuring that the purposes and accorrplishments of professional
prcgrams meet the needs of society and
of the profession."
Seashore

(1964) stressed

tion is concerned,
and the relative

that

the choices

insofar

as organizational

of what variables

assumptions

about the relationship

Seashore
evaluating

upon the

and upon the implicit

arncng these values.

(1964) goes on to provide a summary of rnethcds for

organizations.

This list

1.

evaluation

2.

consultative

3.

questionnaire

4.

development of a general

of objectives
diagnostic

variables,

includes:

of management,
assessment,

survey methcds,

organizational

cmceptual

performances,

scheme for describing

the identification

and the development of standardized

for measuring these
5.

are to be measured

importance they are to have must rest

values of the key people in the organization

evalua-

study of recurring

of key
instruments

key variables.
problems in organizational

management.
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Carza (1967) suggested
assessing

the follcwing

as prc:cedurally

sound in

organizations:

1.

the establishrrent

of a standard

2.

measurement of performance,

3.

canparison

of performance against

4.

corrective

action

already

the standard,

referred

in a shoe factory,

to.

No satisfactory

less methcds, have been prop:)sed as a typical
organizations.

Therefore,

and

where needed.

These prc:cedures might be useful
the canplexities

of measurerrent,

evaluation

but overlook
ideas,

much

syste.~ for differentiating

of organizations

remains in-

canplete.
Accreditation

of Schools in Canada

In Canada the ten provinces
tive boundaries,
1867.

as guaranteed

The provincial

servants

education

structure

and standards

responsibilities

varies

supervisory

services,

or prescribe

grading,

the

and examination

(The Department of Education Act, 1973).

In charge of the lc:cal schools are school boards.
board's

of civil

Under the powers of the Alberta Minister

of Education are those which permit him to control

procedures

of Education.

is a permanent staff

and the complexity of the administrative

of schools,

America Act of

headed by a Minister

of Education there

curriculum

respec-

in each case takes the form of a

usually

with the size of the province.

within their

by the British-North

authority

Department of Education,
Under the Minister

control

are to build schools,

and to employ such other persamel

The school

engage and pay teachers,

and provide such other services

16

byond the required
(ilberta

minimum as they and their

think desireable

School Act, 1970) •

Rusnak (1977) points
e1trance examinations,

out that between 1870 and 1900, high school

uniform within each of the provinces,

i1trcduced in an attempt
s:udents entering

that pupils

g,in entrance

to

examinations
century

(1958) reports

of the

accordL~g to Rusnak,

In keeping with this policy,
for high schcol students

tie academic pattern

might
most of

were elimin-

(Rusnak, 1977) •

in the secc:ndary schcols

Columbia formally

in 1938.

intrcduced

He indicates

had to have at least

that a

25 pupils

taking

in Grades XI and XII before the school could be

for accreditation.

tie accredited

eliminated,

that British

s;hcol in order to be accredited

c~nsidered

a high academic standing

of average and less than average ability

a:ed during the present

a~crediting

were

Between 1900 and 1954, high school

were gradually

hi gh schcol.

be other external

Levirs

to maintain

high schcol.

e1trance examinations
i1 order

electors

Levirs

(1958) further

schools coold recanmend pupils

points

cut that

in all grades up to and

ilcluding Grade XII.
Levirs

(1958) cites

t.J.e ca.inseling

office

s1pports the British
o:fice carried

a study which was carried

of the Universit y of British
Columbia Accreditation

a.it a survey in which 241 first-year

aid science who had failed
i1dicated that

policy.

the majority

01es not recamnended.

Christmas examinations
of the students

out in 1958 by
Columbia, which
The counseling
students
that year.

having difficulty

in arts
The study
were the
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The Royal Camnission on Education in Ontario
Ontario had· high school accreditation

fran 1936 until

public demands for external

examinations

being limited.

of its

As a result

Camnission on Education
examination

results

tion of students.
internal

a.

in elementary

c.

were quite

exami nations.

recanmendation:

that

the 1950 Royal

the validity

of using

for determining

the prano--

The Carmission concluded that estimates

the following

b.

1945, when

in accreditation

investigations,

as the sole criterion

based upon external

formal,

resulted

in Ontario questioned

school examinations

that,

(1950) re:ports that

external

internal

based on

as valid and useful

Further,

as those

the Caranission proposed

and seccndary schools no system of
be established.

examinations

examinations

or tests

be employed in deter-

mining prcgress

in elementar y and secondary schools.

that no general

certificate

or diplana

be established

to

mark the completion of the elementar y school prcgrarn.
d.

that a secondary school graduation
each student

who successfully

diplana

canpletes

be awarded to

the secondary school

prcgrarn.
e.

that the secmdary

school graduation

(1) . be issued by the local education
(2)

show the name and location
attended

(3)

diplana
authority

of the secondary school

by the pupil,

show the nature and type of ca.irses
standing

concerned,

obtained

in the final

taken and the

two years of the secondary

18
school program.
Ontario,

(Royal Carmission on Education

1950, pp. 93-94)

Af er the Royal Canmission Report of 1950, accreditation

al:owed in all of the grades except Grade XIII.
fact that the research
Grade X, rather

presented

the examinations

examinations

of Saskatchewan,

1946).

cents in Grade XI.

Certain

by 1946, had eliminated

µ-incipal

in any subject

examination

Association

Under this policy,

Grade XI and

coold be granted withoot a provincial
recaranended by the school

that the results

1957).

of several

c.icted by the Saskatchewan Department of Education reveal

1-ere accredited

corrmittee

schools could recarmend students

to candidates

Derby (1968) indicates

difference

departmental

Secondary Schools for

(Saskatchewan Department of Education,

:is very little

1952).

in 1946, the province of Saskatchewan insti-

throughout the high school program.

cepartmental

was set up

schools were allowed to recornnend stu-

tuted a new policy whereby certain

crade XII standing

As a

to schools and stu-

After the Regina Teachers'

reJ:X)rt on accreditation

of pupils.

(Ontario Department of Education,

EXaninations up to Grade X (Accredited
faskatchewan,

as the end of a

A new curriculum

being made available

cer.ts at the end of Grade XIII
The province

of a majority

that

given by the Ontario Department of Education

at the end of Grade VIII were cancelled.
vith external

indicated

should be recognized

than Grade VIII,

was again

This was due to the

to the Carmission

definit e stage in the school education
result,

in

in the distribution

and those that were not.

suveys conthat there

of marks of schools that
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For years,
written

provincial

departmental

examinations

However, prc:rrotion frcm

at the level of Grades XI and XII.

Grade XI to Grade XII could be obtained
school principal
Institutes

under the regulations

on the recommendation of the
governing accredited

(Manitoba Department of Education,

recaranended had to write
examinations.

examinations

1967).

was eventually

thus cancelling

Rogers (1968) indicates

competing for Isbester

Students

extended,

1976).

Scholarships

from non-accredited

in the sd1cols

The standards

Departmental

Examinations of the province of Manitoba.

standings

examinations

of Manitoba also studied

records of accredited

and was satisfied

with their

(Rogers, 1958).

The validity
determining

exempted

were as gocd as the

the departmental

to the University,

schools

and those who did not compete,

fran writing

school entrants

of provincial

that a study conducted in Manitoba com-

by students

and were exempted by schools.

The University

not

in the early

the compulsory nature

(Manitoba Department of Education,

pared the marks obtained

Collegiate

the Manitoba High School Examination Board's

Accreditation

70's to all schools,

in Manitoba were

of using examination

pranotion

Secondary Education,

results

as a sole criterion

was also brought oot in the Scottish

for

Report on

which states:

The results of research and the experience of examining l:.x:x1ies
show that teachers are, as a rule, very accurate in placing
their pupils in an order of merit; indeed, we are satisfied
that in this report the teacher's grading is more trustv-.0rthy
than any other.
(Scottish Education Department, 1947, pp. 44-45)
Banks {1955) points
danination

out that the Nor¼OJd Report criticizes

of the curriculum

by external

examinations.

the

For the benefit
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of the large group of students
report

recanmended that external

with university
16, a radical

and evaluation

fran the established

departure

volume of literature

is itself

types of testing.

standardized
States.

examinations

tests

being administered

custan

were being administered

annually

this grCMt.h was partly

the
Those

the age of

in England.
the topic of testing

of the continuing

Rothney (1955) estimated

Lennon (1961) reported

after

regarding

an indication

entrance,

be eliminated.

in mind cculd write examinations

The increasing

all

not seeking university

increase

that over 60 million

annually

in the United

that the number of standardized

had risen

in

tests

to 150 million

and even though

enrolments,

it also represented

due to increased

a dramatic expansion of testing.
Another indication
the quantity

of the pervasiveness

of different

tests

Measurements Yearbook listed

1,219 tests

egory of academic achievement,
and 147 in intelligence

available.

of educational

is

Buros' Sixth Mental
with rrore than 500 in the cat-

196 in personalit

and rrulti-aptitude

testing

areas

y , 179 in vocational,
(Findley and Masia,

1968) •
Angel (1968) conducted a nationwide
states

had no active

state,

several

part

states

in testing

required

and mly Ohio, Washingtm,
based on unique testing
Even though external

Dressel

programs carried

on within the

the use of corranercial tests

New York, California,

statewide;

and Iowa had a program

instruments.
testing

growth in the past few years,
clusive.

survey and found that few

(1964) cited

programs have experienced

the research

phenomenal

is both scarce and incon-

four major uses of external

tests:
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college

admission,

scholarship

ation of students.

Traxler

awards, student
(1961) reported

systems which had no canprehensive
ternal

college

entrance

The results
validity

of research

of admission tests

predictive

capabilities

the use of a cutoff
at best.
faith

In fact,

Further,

of respondents

was taught.
replied

felt

of any tests

percent

in the affirmative,

testing

in general,

ro instruction

said external

testing

and technical

prcgrams and research.
which found that 51

schools,

standardized

tests

of the public

A crocanitant

scholarship

70 public schools,
influenced

what

school resIX)l1dents

concern expressed by
school systems based

winners.

do not seem as concerned about external

as Austin.

the NEAResearch Division

(Angel, 1968).

had focused mainly

of vocational

Austin was the growing tendency to judge entire

Teachers,

to encourage

with half of this group noting the influ-

ence as great or considerable.

on the number of national

is dubious

success

testing

study by Traxler

that external

low,

whether it is used for ad-

that external

fran 625 independent

Seventy-five

officers

work, or vocational

a

Since the

were found to be generally

oound" but the resurgence

(1962) reported

and 30 colleges

were poor.

admissioos

schould lead to new tests

Austin

predictive

in the meager research

capabilities

Angel (1968) indicated

education

percent

the tests

is little

continued graduate

on the "college

success"

that except for the Scholastic

validities

score by college

in predictive

missions,

was common.

indicated

of all

there

prcgrarn, the use of ex-

oo the "college

(CEEB), predictive

Aptitude Test

and acceler-

that even in those schools

district

examinations

placement,

A nationwide

found that,

did influence

survey constructed

"46.4 percent
the institutional

by

of 1,528 resIX)l1dents
prcgrarn, 32.3

22
percent felt

there was no difference,

A scrpr ising 88 percent

and 21.3 percent

of those who answered yes stated

fluence was desirable."

(Research Report,

polled

indicated

such a program.

Increased

indicated

taken in 1967, 83 per-

that they were not in favor of

concern over federal

the reascn most cited

for their

program (The Nation's

Schools,

Accreditation

of the American school

that they vvere in favor of a national

assessment program, however, in an opinion poll
cent of the superintendents

that the in-

1965)

In an opinicn poll taken in 1965, 60 percent
superintendent's

were undecided.

cpposition

control

to a national

of education

was

assessment

1967).
of Schools in Alberta

Fran 1906 through 1911, Alberta did not organize schools
according to Grades I through XII system. Instead, the province
used the English standards system, wherein Standard V ccnstituted the end of formal education for most students, approximating the province's current Grade VIII level.
Standard VIII provided the equivalent of Grade XII. Examinations in the Canpulsory academic subjects were administered at the end of Standard
V through the provincially
developed and scor~d 'Public School
Leaving Examination' (Alberta Education, 1976). Successful
canpletion was presumed to reflect the achievement of a fairly
thorough basic education, and permitted interested
students to
cootinue into the higher standards.
(Alberta Education, 1976,
p. 1)

Sinilarly,

diplanas

attained

upon completion of the exarninatioos

Standards VI, VII and VIII provided entrance
no:rnal school teacher

education

programs or to a university.

Standard VIII finals

involved a possible

in Emglish,

mathematics,

Hae\ver,

history,

students

total

sciences,

did not have to take all

wrote an average of 10 finals

to different

levels

for
of

The

of 15 examination

subjects

and three second languages.
subjects.

(Alberta Education,

Most students
1976).
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Alberta

phased in the Grades I through XII system in 1912 and 1913.

Provincially
courses

developed and scored examinations

were used in the academic

in Grades VIII through XII, with Grade VIII becaning the

level for the "Public Schcol Leaving Examination."
blished

canrnercial,

fine and practical

arts

visiting

provincial

school inspectors

rather

inations

(Alberta Department of Education,

The newly esta-

programs were assessed
than by provincial

diplanas.

Few schcols offered

grams, and these certificates
Department of Education,
Accreditation

the latter

were eventually

in 1917, when arrangements

the work of fcod prcrluction.

abandoned (Alberta

appeared on the Alberta

Students

examinations

year.

1918).

for pranotion

the teacher

examination

and diplanas

exhibiting

replaced

outstanding

(Alberta
that in 1919
departmental
achievement.

expanded into Grades VIII and X the folla.ving

In 1921 the province discentinued

all pranotions

in

of the principal

Evenson (1952) indicates

for Grade IX students

Teacher recanrnendations

fran Grades

of Grades IX and X who went to

to pass a departmental

reccmnendations

scene

for v.Drk en the farms to contribute

work on the farms were pranoted en the certificate

teacher

and

two types of pro-

were made by which students

VIII to XII coold be liberated

Department of Education,

technical

1917).

above Grade VII first

withoot being required

exam-

1913).

For a number of years the province awarded regular,
camnercial

by

the Grade IX examination and

to high school depended upon the recanrnendation from

(Alberta Education,

Dissatisfaction

1922).

with the lack of a standard

reasons why a new program came into effect

was one of the main

in 1924.

The province

in

24
191 shifted

xr: rather

to pranotion

by individual

than by whole grade.

exminations

were reinstituted

X Dlla-ving suit
exminations

for all Grade IX students,

by teacher

Thus fran 1931, candidates

cc:icisrn

in 1931.

(Alberta Education,

examinations

1976).

in whatever
1932).

policy can be found in the annual reports

in 1927 by E. L. Fuller,

Grade

while those in Grades IX and

the departmental

Allirta Department of Education,
canent

recamnendations

they needed (Alberta Department of Education,
of this

with Grade

in Grade VIII were passed on the recan-

or principal,

XI=were passed by writing
sugects

The policy of Grade IX departmental

were never reinstated

merlation of the teacher

in Grades IX through

Grades VIII and IX and Grade X English

in 1925.

were supplanted

VII examinations

subjects

while the exception
Inspection

Little

of the

of the folla-ving

of high schools:

During the year 1927 I heard a number of criticisms
of the
standard of the Grade VIII examination; these caning alm:Jst
altogether
fran teachers.
It is my opinion canmonly expressed
by those engaged in the work of the classrcx:m that with the
present standard a great many successful candidates are not in
a position to do successful work in Grade IX. (Alberta Department of Education, 1928, p. 13).
Fran 1906 to 1923 a student
of )0% with no subject

required

an "aggregate"

test mark below 38% to pass.

sys.em" employed from 1924 through 1938, the student
cnl ' to achieve the passing

st uent's

mark designated

marks were no looger aggregated

gr ale standing.

In both the aggregate

Under the "unit
was required

for each subject.

A

and averaged to determine a

system of 1906-1923 and the

uni system of 1924-1938, the student was required
rnumpercentage designated

grade score

to obtain

the mini-

as the passing mark in each subject.

eve, under the 1906-1923 aggregate

system there was a number of

How-
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instances

where the percentages

were arbitrarily
particularly
earliest
tests

times,

departmental

sane attention

as demmstrated

age.

examinations.

as a group

Consequently

was paid to the relative

by the relationship

taking the examination

by the students

by the examiners in order to cc:mpensate for

adjusted

difficult

obtained

difficulty

of

between the number of students

and the n~-nber scoring above a certain

A higher passing mark in a subject

from

was required

of 1924-1938 than in 1906-1923 (Alberta Education,

percent-

during the period

1976).

In 1936 the General Camnittee on High School Prcgrams organized
a revised

scheme for departmental

examinations

and set up the present

system of grouping grades into three main sections:
VI were designated

Grades I through

as elementar y , Grades VII through IX became junior

high, and Grades X through XII became senior high grades.
were issued after

canpletion

high school diplana
Provincial

of Grade IX and Grade XII, with the junior

a prerequisite

departmental

prerequisites,

for entr y into senior high school .

examinations

Grade IX became the termination
school diplana,

were reinstated

and canpletion

point fer basic education.

alcng with canpletion

of various

remained the key to university

Department of &iucation,

Diplanas

The high

and changing course

entrance

(Alberta

1937).

Rusnack (1975) reports

that:

during the 1937-1940 period, Grades X and XI provincial tests
were dropped and the province phased in the high school credit
system. After 1937 there were two critical
points, Grades IX
and XII, and ~.andatory departmental examinations were given to
all students wishing to earn the respective diplanas.
No
departmental examinations were given at any other grade level.
(Rusnak, 1975, p. 25)

of
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Fran 1936 on, Grade XII students'
to provide a definite

proportion

raw scores were scaled

of passes and failures.

in order

That is:

the student's mark in each course depended upcn the relative
position of the student's
score in canparison with the scores
of all other students taking the same test.
The scaling system
was used for Grade IX tests also, but at that level the student's
scores on the separate examinations were aggregated and
averages to prcduce a passing or failing mark for the grade
as a whole.
(Alberta Education, 1976, p. 3)
Rusnak (1975) points
vincial

out t.11at under the scaling

High School and Junior High School Examinations Board's preof H, A, B, C, and D grades to be awarded.

determined the proportion
Students'

raw scores were converted

maintaining
scale.

system t.11epro-

the relative

Letter

position

to scaled scores between O and 100,
score alcng the

of each student's

grades were awarded according

to slightly

different

formulae for Grade IX than for Grade XII.
According to Dumont (1977) after
education
offered

rather

than university

and increased

beycnd university

expectations

for public

students

wruld

for the unskilled,
were two of

in expanding high school pr09rams

areas.

The expansion required,

between diplana

The province provided a diplana
and requiring

who otherwise

for school ccntinuation,

interest

preparation

that there be a separation

crurses

meant that the high schools

Reduced employment opportunities

public

the main reasms

oriented

preparation

broader pr09rams which retained

have withdrawn.

ments.

1937 the emphasis on general

and matriculation

route offering

a pass standard

however,
require-

less academically

lower than that for

matriculation.
Throughout the 1940-1960 pericd
structure

of the provincial

there was little

examinations

change in the

and the administrative
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a1thority

which c011ITiissioned them.

U1iversity Matriculation

Examinations Board supervised

o: the Grade XII examination
s,hool Examinations
I: Departmental

Fran 1916 to 173 the High School and

program, and after

Board performed a similar

Examinations

the operation

1936 the Junior
service

(Alberta Education,

High

for the Grade

1976).

In February 1952, Mr. A. B. Evensoo, Chairman of the High School
aid University

Matriculation

s.ve survey relating

Examinations Board, cooducted a canprehen-

to the possible

pilicy for Grade IX students.

it was questioned

Grade IX examinations

o.t that examinations,

and that readjustments

in many cases,

the best instruction

i . was noted,

could not be regarded

m,asurement in subjects

1:,wing the teachers'
b be included

t o the candidates
1954).

possible.

I: level were discootinued

Provincial

techniques,
examinations,

were broad (Evenson, 1952).

studies

of the final

departmental

in 1970.

pointed

as being a valid and reliable

for the Grade IX Diplana
Provincial

teaching

in 1953 initiated

mark in sccial

in the granting

It was further

restricted

where objectives

The Department of Education

a program of al-

and science

in Grade IX

grading that was assigned
(Alberta Department of
examinations

The teachers

at the Grade

and the principal

be school were granted canplete

authority

witing

(Alberta Department of Education,

1171) •

for the Grade IX Diplana

From

whether the time and money expended

could be justified.

tius hindering

Elucation,

reliable,

that the teachers'

by the Department of Education were few in numbers.

b is observation,
01

of the examinations

Evenson indicated

g·ading in Grade IX were reascnably
o: gradings

revision

at

to assign marks to students
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Over the years,

the High School and University

Examinations Boord have varied
have always included Enlish,
second languages.
rnethcds for scoring
for matriculation
year,

the Grade XII subjects

mathematics,

The content

Matriculation

science,

social

studies

and format of the examinations,

them, the number of examination

or diplana

examined, but

purposes,

subjects

the number of writing

and

the
required
times each

have changed ccnsiderably.
Rusnak's

(1975) report

on "Evaluating

Education in Alberta's

Schools" notes that since the early history
the government had established
garding the evaluation
and early
student

of students

evaluation

was graving

statement,

in Alberta,

power and authority

and schools,

1970 1 s much support for rrore local

support of this
pertinent

centralized

of education

in educational

re-

but in the late

1960's

autonomy in matters
circles

of

in Alberta.

Rusnak (1977, p. 8) makes the following

observations:

Recanrnendations fran the Cameron Canrnission Report of 1959
favored a system of accreditation
by school systems for Grades
I to XI. The report further supported the ideas of those
school systems in Alberta which qualify for accreditation
status being granted local autonany in matters of course
curriculum and student evaluation.
When it came tothe Grade
XII matriculation
level subjects,
the Camercn Canrnission
Report still favored the retention of external departmental
examinations in all schools.
In 1960 the Alberta Teachers'
Association
(ATA) favored a system of accreditation
and favored it being phased in over a number of years.
The ATA task
force also favored examinations at Grade XII level and further
favored local autonany in course curriculum and student evaluation throughout Grade I to XI.
In 1963 the Alberta government announced legislation
of the
Accredited School Districts
Act. This Act allaved a l:x)ard of
trustees of a city school district
with a 10,000 plus student
population to apply for accreditation
status.
Local autonany
was granted to acceptable school districts
for curriculum,
tests, and evaluation.

In
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The High School and University Matriculation
Examinations Board
also favored accreditation
as seen by policies which allo.ved
teachers rrore freedan and say in students'
final grades.
For
example, in 1970, English 30 teachers' school marks acccunted
for approximately me~artter
of the students'
final grade.
Eventually, and effective June 1971, teachers' school marks
ccnstituted
approximately 50% of the student's final grade
in all Grade XII matriculation
subjects.
The 1960's brrught
Alberta.
ties

The varirus

faculties

srught to alter

cerns.

an expansim

and later

(Alberta Education,

and departments

entrance

requirements

Canmai matriculation

ation subjects,

to four,

their

plus me non-examination

subject.

to canprise

recarrrnendation to

25% of the final

Teacher marks were ccnverted,

By 1971 all

examination

mark with the departmental

(Alberta Education,

1972).

and timetable

prcgrarn and scheduling
Hundreds of students
Carnrose obtained
special

scaled,

and

mark for the

combined the

examination mark on a 50/ 50 basis

to conduct experimental

in several

prcgrams in-

changes which by the nature of the

exempted students

diplanas

subjects

mark in

By the 1970's the province has also per-

mitted a few school jurisdictions
volving curricular

subject

of Education approved the High School

canbined with the examination mark to provide a canposite

teacher's

con-

were reduced to five examin-

Examinations Board's

evaluation

English 30 and Biology 30.

particular

lccal

1968).

Matriculation

allo.v the teacher's

in

of the three universi-

to suit

requirements

In 1969 the Alberta Minister
and University

in the number of universities

schools

from provincial
in Lethbridge,

and matriculation

prcgrarn (Alberta Education,

1976).

standing

examinations.
Calgary,

and

through this
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The province's
added another

Carmission

en Educational

voice to the call

for accreditation

recorrmended termination

"A Choice of Futures"
mental examinations

en split-year

semester and trimester

testing

pericxis of school cperation.

until

A question

to bias the final

different

mark.

was generated

from departmental

These problems continued

of Education,

the Honorable Lou

of the Grade XII departmental

1973).

announcement on accreditation,

cited a number of factors

influencing

the Minister

of Education

his decision:

the recanmendations of the High Schcol and University
Matriculation
Examination Board, the Canmission en Educational Planning, and the Alberta Teachers' Assocation;
successful experience with the several previousl y accredited
high schools, including acceptance of graduates by postsecondary educational institutions;
the superiority
of local teacher evaluations based en many
tests and projects,
as canpared with the one-shot nature of
provincial
examinations.
(Calgary Herald, 1973, February 7)
Resulting
Exarrinations
a.

from the elimination

of the provincial

Departmental

were:

the loss of provincial
achievement, and

in

in the mid-year

of credibility

the mandator y nature

rapidly

to accanmcdate end of

marks were sufficiently

examL~ations (Alberta Education,
In this

of the Grade XII depart-

for many students

February 1973, when the Minister

Hyndman, terminated

when the 1972 report,

plans increased

the 1960's a major problem arose in trying

examination results

in Alberta

(Worth, 1972).

As the number of schools

when sane teacher

Planning

consistency

in assessing

student
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b.

the universities
were forced into setting their entrance
requirements based al school assessment rather than
departmental examination grades.
In the past, there was
a major emphasis al departmental examinations for screening students entering universities.
With the expansion
of programs in the schools and at colleges and technical
institutions,
the emphasis on teaching for university was
diminished.
(Dumalt, 1977, p. 9)

In October of 1976 the Minister's
Ach.evement (MACOSA)
was established

Advisory Carmittee

in response to the public's

groving concern about the level of student
Advisory Carmittee

TheMinister's
witi studying

meais to assess,

underlying

maintain

achievement,

achievement,

marks of students

11

in ;lation"

the results
rettrns

rather

have increased

of local adaptations

to a province-wide

thi} perceived

of provincial

(Aller ta F.ducation,

of Education

curricula.

Periodic

1976).

annronced that school

schools deaccredited

and that the

examinations

available

whose schools had been deaccredited

1978) • To date ally

app:ied to the Minister

accuracy in reporting

(Alberta Education,

Depcrtment of Education wrold make departrrental
to those school jurisdictions

when teachers

system have been used to block

tendency toward inflation

boalds crold apply to have their

and to rnake

in marks as undesirable

of greater

examination

In May 1978 the Minister

of ways and

Concerned groups and indivi-

increase

than a reflection

achievement,

definition,

(Dumont, 1977).

ga~ed autonany in marking practices.
dua,s have often regarded this

including

consideration

and improve student

reccmnendations based on its findings
Historically,

achievement in Alberta.

m Student Achievement was charged

the elements of student

pur)lOses, principles

on Student

the County of Vulcan had

of Education to have its schools deaccredited
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The Minister
of Julcan's

of Education approved the deaccreditation
schools,

and as such, departmental

int:-crluced into the county's

schools

of the Ccunty

examinations

were re-

in January 1979 (Alberta Educa-

tio:1, 1979).
MACOSA
Handed dc:wn its report

in May, 1979.

It made the following

recarmendations:
that the proposed assessment
fran all areas,

not just

that MACOSA
continue
involved in social

the rrost easily

curricular
tested

to work in assessing

objectives

areas;

activities

and values

studies;

that a canputerized

test

item bank be established;

that regional

officers

jurisdictions

with coosultation

that a student

prc:grarn test

of Alberta

evaluation

Education provide school
services;

policies

board be created;

that mandatory Grade XII departmental
purpose of awarding final

examinations

marks not be reinstituted

for the
(MAC'OSA,

1979, pp. 66-76.
The Alberta

Teachers'

Association's

of Education carnnended the minister's
cedures used to mooitor student
oping procedures
attitudes

to assess

and values

(ATA) brief
advisory

and speaking skills

(ATANews, 1979, October).

that "the rrost important measage of the report
on departmental

departmental

examinations

October,

p. 1) •

committee for the pro-

achievement and for its v.0rk in devel-

listening

aunendatioos

to the Minister

examinations

and to assess

The brief
is related

indicated
to the rec-

and that the ATAagrees that

should not be reinstituted"

(ATANews, 1979
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ATA staff

officer

s t u1ied the success

William Brooks stated,

of student's

st uly wa..ild have provided
ski.ls

following

information

which should be cmsidered

(AT.I.News, 1979, October,
The Minister

and that

such a

on the kind of knowledge and
leaving

school"

p. 1) •

of Education,

responses

graduation

basic for the student

David King, in June,

Gor~m Mowat the task of cmducting
thepublids

"that MACOSA
sha.ild have

the public

to the MAOOSA
report

1979 assigned

hearings

Dr.

and to surrrnarize

(Alberta Education,

1979,

Jun~ 10) •
The Leduc ATALccal was the first
report to Dr. Mowat. The Leduc brief
Ledc school board,
theAlberta

listed

eight

groop to react

which had been endorsed by the

goals for Alberta

Department of Education

on the MACOSA

education

which cannot be tested

set by
by depart-

rnen:al examinations:
intellectual

curiosit

the ability
beliefs,
-

y and a desire

to get almg

for lifelong

with people of varying

learning;
backgrounds,

and lifest yles;

an appreciation

for tradition

and the ability

to understand

change;
-

an appreciation

-

an interest

-

a ccmnittment

-

ethical

of the role of the family;

in cultural

and recreational

to the preservation

and spiritual

values.

pursuits;

of the natural
(Leduc ATA Lccal,

environment;
1979, October 1,

pp. 2-3)
The Leduc ATALccal claimed,
enccurage teachers

"that deparbnental

to teach to the tests

and students

examinations
learn

for
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exarrinations mly,

leading

to excessive

rate

ATAstaff

officer

Local, 1979, October, p. 3)

learning.

(Leduc ATA

William Brooks stated:

that a return to departmental examinations will have the effect
of the testing tail wag the curriculum d0:3". That departmental
examinations have a detrimental effect on curriculum, infringe
m board and teacher autmany, are unfair to students and
inadequate for determining graduation or university entrance,
and provide no positive motivation for students.
(ATANews,
1979, November, p. 1)
The ATANews reported
ATA'las that

"departmental

achbvernent of skills
entrmce.

that the major criticism
examinations

necessary

sing.e test,

atioi capnot accurately

for either

me similar

particularly

measure either

(ATANews, 1979, November, p. 1)
for :he ATA, indicated,

"that

1979, p. 3)

"tha '. only 8 to 10 percent
quot iS or scholarship
mino:ity

and a

attainment

B. T. Keeler,

examin-

or potential.

Executive Secretary
want uniform entran ce

and administer

those exams m their

ATAVice-President,

assessments

or university

criterion,

student

by the

for determining

to the old departmental

of the students

should not dictate

graduation

if universities

exam; then they shculd prepare
OWI1.
' (Keller,

are inadequate

hinge m different

The two decisims

levelled

Kevan Rhead stated,

are affected

by university

and that the ccncern of that small

education

conditions

for all

students."

(Rheld, 1979, p. 1)
Carnnenting m reports
Kryzmowski stated

that,

tested

indicates

only that students

m areas they have actually

1979 November, p. 7)

ATAPresident

"if there has been any increase

achi evement it rrost likely
accu:ately

of grade inflation

Dr. Sillito,

studied."

former co-ordinator

deve .opment with the ATAwas quoted as saying that,

K. M.

in student
are being rrore
(ATANews,
of professional

"departmental
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exarri.nations are past and shruld rerriain in the past.
werE not equitable,

and the inequities

Departmentals

netw are fewer than in the past."

(AT!News, 1979, November, p. 4)
Student Achievement in Alberta
Clark
Grae==III

et al.
level

(1977) carried

in reading,

language and arithemetic

canparisons,

out inferential

out achievement studies

where possible

the _esearchers

used the results

Graec 3 Achievement Study.
ing :arrrner cial

tests,

preh:nsion,

in 1977:

adrni1istered
Publi c.

using the latest

Achievement Tests

variation

of Reading, Mathematics

in 1977 in four large urban districts,

The average scores oo this metropolitan

divi,ions

in 1956 (The Edmonton

They found that studen t scores were similar

equal to or slightly
and rural

four points

higher

publ ishers'

norms,

stud ~nt populations

districts.

Clark and other

Edmonton

groop were generally

(1977) pointed oot

Test of Mental Maturity

in 1977 than in 1956.

averaged over

All scores exceeded the

which were based oo samples £ran United States
between 1942 and 1970.

group exceeded the publishers'

and )ther Alberta

including

oo t ests

belav those of the non-uroon groups in counties,

that scores on the California

Distict

used data from the follow-

Gates MacGinitie Reading, Vocabulary and Can-

and California

and :.,anguages.

To rriake these canparisons

gath ered first

Graec III Achievement Study) and again,
of i:s tests,

between 1977

of a canpanion study, The Edmonton

The researchers

standardized

in order to carry

and tenable,

ach:evement and the norms of the rnid-1950 ' s.

at the

groups did so in 1977.

The Edmonton Public

norms in both 1956 and 1977,
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The Canadian Institute
Sciences

reported

the level

that the findings

VI, IX and XII.

was generally

satisfactory

formance in phmics
study pointed
or at least

and direct

Studies
Grades III,

on the writing

at the Grade III level

of the Grade VI students
Grade IX students

The

through the

to obtain meanings of

to be

in the Behavioral

and

to be satisfactor

(1979) carried

levels

of Alberta

students

skills

in

of the

y , the writing

skills

the writing

skills

of the

y and the writing

skills

of the

and Social Sciences,

(Canadian Institute

for Research

1979).

out a study to provide

information

of achievement in mathematics and knowledge

among students

in Alberta

findings

the students',

and division)

progress

the writing

to be marginal,

in the Behavioral

and skills

satisfactory.

evidence of improvement

to be satisfactor

to be unsatisfactory

Olson et al.

skills

that

Grade XII students

facts

The grade 3 per-

of main ideas were considered

VI, IX and XII report

rated

in reading

1979).

cmducted

about current

in

Performance in canprehension

y (Canadian Institu t e for Research

Social Sciences,

students

as students

in using content

statements

students

that performance

four grade levels.

across all four grades.

in 1979 on

of Alberta

was judged to be particularily

maintenance of skills

and Social

study correlated

oot that there was considerable

words are stable

satisfactor

It indicated
for all

Performance levels

of clear

of its

of achievement of reading and writing

grades III,

grades.

for Research in the Behavioral

schools

in these grades,

in computation

as satisfactory

in Grades III,

(addition,

VI, IX and XII.

Their

knowledge of number

subtraction,

and judged performances

multiplication
in problem
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sol ring, geanetry,

measurement, and conswner mathematics to be gener-

al~ unsatisfactory.
le~ls

of student

theGrades

III,

Treasure

achievement and knowledge in science
VI, IX and XII levels.

judfed the perforrrance
The folla.ving

(1977) ccnducted studies

levels

The findings

in science

physical

science

in iiol0jical

Relative

and life

in Grades III,

rrebods of science

strengths

sciences,

satisfactory.
investi-

VI and XII; and

four grade levels

and in Grade III,

IX and XII for

schools

of achievement in social

in Grades X, XI and XII.

siots reached in the study was that the performance levels
stu tents were judged to be unsatisfactory
level items but satisfactory
Notng that performances

by Social Studies

30 students
course levels,

reli.ted to Canadian content,
Stu lies 10 curriculum.

of the

students

including

30 -

10 and 20 0 - -level

30 students

had built

studies

The conclu-

on the Social Studies

on Social Studies

higler than those of 10 - and 20 - level

leaned at earlier

study

investigation.

in Alberta

tha '. Social Studies

at

as a human endeavor in

across all

In 1978 Lopatka examined the level
amotg students

of this

methcd of science

ear:.h/space science and knowledge of science
Gra!es IX and XII .

in Alberta

to be generally

weak areas were identified:

gat.on in Grade lII;

en the current

items.

were generally

it was concluded

upon the knowledge and skills
in particular

which appears primarily

the knowledge

in the Social
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Teacher-Assigned

(1955) and Englehart

Rothney
madi objective

tests

(1964) favor well-constructed

over nationally

bas.s for their

view lies

to :he teaching

and variables

Marks

standardized

circumstance.

They hold that

staidardized

are more appropriate

rather

than the instructional

tha : the requirement
pro:edures

casts

m \Xternal

final

Perhaps

of continuity

:he topic

into doubt the practice

the work of Starch

their

cas1.

in English,

The degree

They found that

Since mathematics
his :ory or English,

of marks.

solely

Nearly

They prepared

copies

or heavily

of spread

of a student's

resulted

marks had the greatest

was supposed to be a more exact

He found that

every article

was

being from about 30% to 90% in each

the geanetry

the opposite

with

and had each one rnarked

The range of marks that

marled the sarre examination

5%.

to instructional

(1913) can be credited

geanetr y and history,

Rugg (1915) investigated

mar'ings.

(1960) claims

Harris

of relying

and Elliott

work.

by iOre than 100 teachers.
sta :tling.

ones.

examinations.

mentions

ansver papers

to the administrative

and relevance

beg.nning the study of the reliability
a1

of the test

a "norm" which

to a specific

examinations

relevance

The

in establishing

maki the norm meaningless

use; of tests

examinations.

in the need for greater
inherent

teacher-

subject

variability.
than

either

case had seemed more probable.

the degree

of ccnsistency

twice with an interval

the mean variation

when a teacher

of time between

was almost never

less

than
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Hulten

(1925) reported

on 28 teachers

paf)=rS with a time interval
teachers

were not consistent

that their

between markings.

He concluded that

in giving either

high or low grades,

marks varied greatly

on the two markings.

that a teacher

with a university

ience was just

as variable

less training

degree and several

in assigning

relationship.

the relationship
year's

years of experwith

were calculated
such as intelligence

achievement test

year's

results.

mark , and found a low

mark in mathematics.

al:::out 225 studies

Douglas also listed

between a previous

which had a rrore positive

He found five other factors

relat i onship than di d the previous

factors,

He also showed

marks as were teachers

mark in mathematics and a current

efficients

and

and experience.

Douglas (1935) investigated
year's

who marked the same English

co-

in which correlation

between mathematics marks and various
quotients,
The highest

abilit y test
correlation

results,

other
and

coefficient

reported

was .88, which cx:curred between marks in Grade IX mathematics and
Robert's

Mathematics Ability

reported

was .01.

.47, and their
relation

The mean of all

standard

coefficients

Test.

deviation

was .16.

Black (1960) reported

coefficients

was

Since many of these cor-

the relationship

between

to students.

a study in which the final

marks assigned

in Grades X and XI were compared to their

marks in Grade XII, many of which were determined
mental Examination.

coefficient

between sets of mathematics

to sane degree,

various mathematics marks assigned

students

these correlation

were calculated

marks, they have indicated,

to Alberta

The lowest correlation

He found evidence that

by a final

final
Depart-

there was a general
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tendency for teachers

in small high schools

to assign final

marks which

were too high, when these marks were carrpared with the results
departmental

examinations

and other final

marks assigned

of the

at the end

of Grade XII.

Perhaps this evidence on the unreliability
surrmarized by relating
described
assist

a situation

a case where a teacher

him in marking a series

by a number of teachers.
with other papers,
mark assigned

cc:nstructed

He

a mcdel answer paper to

of papers which were being evaluated

and as a result

mixed

was marked by other teachers.

The

to it ranged fran 40 to 90%.

Factors
Wrinkle (1944) suggested

f:an two main factors:
number of factors;
and therefore

oo the General Causal
oo Unreliability
that the unreliability

(1) a mark may represent

of marks came
an allrost unlimited

and (2) a mark is often based on class

achievement,

the basis of the mark changes as the canposition

c:..ass changes.

Starch

when a teacher

(1913) agreed with these,

was marking some papers,

the pure inability

of the teacher

lated degrees of merit.
rrost significant

ooe in acccunting

for differences

resulted

or characteristic

due to

between closely

re-

reason was probably the
in marks.

(1946), and Vredevoe (1953) all

marks varied because of differences
objective

that this

of the

and also added that

differences

to distinguish

He suggested

Rugg (1915), Wrightstone

tie specific

by Burton (1952).

The rrodel answer paper was accidently

Factors

tlat

reported

of marks can best be

arrong teachers

suggested

in terms of (1)

that was being rated,

(2) the
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lac.k of a canrron standard
definitions

of value,

of what specific

\1any studies

marks mean.

have been dme to determine

tween student

achieverrent

these studies

was inconclusive

higher achieverrent

and teacher

of third,

the relationship

training.

be-

The evidence fran

as to whether rrore training

prcrluced

by the students.

~03ers (1924) administered
classes

and (3) the absence of clear

fourth,

the Monroe Silent

and fifth

higher reading canprehension

Reading Tests to 166

grade students.

generally

accanpanied

He fcund that
increased

teacher

training.
Another study was that of Hughes (1925), which involved high
school physics

teachers

and their

students.

The teachers

according to the number of years of university
and the students

were grouped oo the basis

which they had canpleted

of intelligence.

werE given to measure the achievement of the students,
ported the follcwing

were grouped

Three tests

and Hughes re-

results:

In every test, the pupils who were taught by teachers who had
majored in physics made average scores above the mean score of
all pupils taking the test.
In every test, the pupils who were
taught by teachers who had not majored in physics made average
scores less than the mean score of all pupils taking the test
(Hughes, 1925).
Davis (1934) investigated
and student
ment.
their

trai1ing

between teacher

training

success on the Minnesota State Board Tests of Pupil Achieve-

Altogether
study.

the relationship

796 teachers

Only in chemistry

correlated

positively

and 13,460 students

were included

did Davis find that greater
with higher student

in

teacher

achievenEnt.
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(1946) crnducted

Stephens and Lichenstein
and their

fifth

grade arithmetic

who taught the same class
had been in attendance
the study.

The class

age and expressed
and Lichenstein

throughout

cmtinuously

in Baltimore.

reported

Only teachers

the term and only students

who

during the term were included

achievement was determined

as a class

efficiency

score,

in relation

in

to mental

denoted C. E. Stephens

that the C. E. scores correlated

negatively

knowledge of arithrretic.

witl the teachers'

A study was caiducted
the relationship

by Schunert during 1947-48 to determine

between the mathematical

and the professional
of ~00 secrndary
in Hnnesota.

classes

a study of 86 teachers

training

of their

achievement of sane students

teachers.

schools out of a total

The sample consisted

of 522 public

The schools were classified

according

secondary schools
to size and type

of <rganization.
They study involved 94 teachers

gf d.ementary algebra.

There were 3,919 students

Schtnert found no significant
ach ievement of the students
stucied by their
Lindstedt
mati::s teachers

teachers

of plane gecmetry and 102 teachers

relationship

(Schunert,

who were teaching

between the mathematics

1951).
the canpetence

the relationship

chancteristics

training,

(professional

in May,

amcng four teacher

professional

mathematics courses

and student

of Grade IX mathe-

in the schools of Alberta

195& He sought to determine

ence for teaching)

in the study.

and the amounE of universit y mathematics

(1960) investigated

ber Jf university-level

included

taken,

experience,
and subject

numprefer-

achievement as determined by the

Depa:tmental Examinations administered

in June 1958.

He found no
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si91ificant

relationship

ing of the teacher
ca.rses

between either

the amount of professional

or the number of university-level

taken by the teacher,

train-

mathematics

and the mathematics

achievement

of the

Grale XI students.
Coleman (1964) believes
mor~ significant
The findings

to student

that

non-school

achievement

of his study indicated

and ethnic

in :he academic achievement

of student's

influence

Jac,bson claim not only that
tha : it applies

to expectations

ist .cs including

sex, ethnic

wel . as aptitude.

Teachers'

ser•e to perpetuate

cultural

status,

influences

afftetionate

and that

and creative

carqete for grades.

that

is,

that

Rosenthal

exists,

characterstatus

as

expectat ions of boys over girls
and the cycle of low

lcw teacher
social

in the school

expectations

relationship

influences

continuoosly

Fedigan (197'9) points
student

procedures

the academic achieve-

one cannot expect children
if they feel

and low

stratification.

the democratic

Ler1er and Lerner which foond that

and

but also

background and socio-economic
different

(1968)

teacher

to many student

sex differences,

that

relationship

achievement.

in relation

and

and Jacobson

the Pygmalion effect

to maintain

Ebel (1972) claims

men-. of students

the physical

Rosenthall

student

la.v ability,

ach .evement cmtinues

andpositive

and that

"Pygmalion" findings:

strongly

soc .o-econanic

group there was a difference

caning out of it.

in :heir controversial
exp~tations

broad gecgraphic

going into a school had very little

to :he achievements

are much

than are school based factors.

that within

regi.ons, and for each social

ecoianic resoorces

based influences

to be imaginative,
under pressure

to studies
achievement

carried

to

oot by

was related

to
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the physical
att :active
rat.ngs

appearance
physical

of the students.

appearance

from teachers

Those students

received

and classmates.

the best grades and the highest
Gay (1979) in a study reports

tha: a study conducted at Boston University
to :ell what students

fcund that the best way

came up with the best grades was to l(X)k at the

stu dents who had received

the highest

grades

in the past.

Black (1960) found that the best predictors
at :he University
ation grades.

the students'

of Alberta

were their

that the best indication

institutions

in the state

h:gh sch(X)l average and that the student's

more accurately

than does any canbination

y of the student

The studies

ability

(2) students

first

of Alberta

was

of probable

term averages predict

from a post-secondary

institution.

of marks reviewed have indicated
because

differed

of teachers

(1) teachers

from each other,

we>rkto assign

Ayer (1933, p. 202) canmented that"

matter."

success

of high sch(X)l data the

to judge a student's

e\ idence of lack of reliability
oi the subject

the best

of Utah was the student's

marks were unreliable

fran each other,

mc:rkfluctuated.

graduating

on the reliability

tlat teacher-assigned

(:) a teacher's

that

examin-

Grade XII average.

a t post-secondary

d ffered

findings

of freshmen success at the University

Jex (1966) reported

JX)S
s ibilit

of freshmen success

Grade XII departmental

Mach (1963) supported Black's

s ingle predictor

who had an

1

•••

marks appears,

and

him a
the same
regardless
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rnAPTERIII
PURPOSES
ANDPROCEDURES
Purpa;e of the Study
In the early
tlheUnited

States,

pu blicity.

Great Britain

and elsewhere received

in

a great deal of

The American College Entrance Examination Board reported

in 1976 that on the Scholastic
t i c1l scores had fallen

groups discussed

uni 7ersities

existed

in this

that possibility.

and colleges

levels,

in educational

approach to evaluation
Many Albertans

provinc e , and various
Sane staff

sane parents

mastery of basic skills,

m apparent decline

A number of Albertans

techniques

in-

rnen11:::,ers
of alberta

claimed that high school graduates'

ski l ls were below acceptable
the ir children's

Apptitude Test toth verbal and rnathema-

steadil y since 1963.

fel t that the same situation
ter=st

achievement scores arrong students

1970's declining

expressed

academic
da.ibts atout

and various media reported

standards

and a lack of a common

(MACOSA,
1979).

became even more concerned after

Minister

of

Education Hmorable L. D. Hyndrnan's February 1973 announcerrent of the
withdrawal of canpulsory
decision,

which shifted

ation £ran the provincial
practice

grade XII departrrental
the respmsibility
to the local

used for over 60 years

examinations.

for grade XII student
level,

terminated

(MACOSA,
1979).

This
evalu-

an evaluation
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Public debates
as :hey applied

on student

procedures,

levels,

occurred more and more frequently

p~oiuced more heat than light

because of the absence of reliable

p~a~tical

to all

achievement and evaluation

solutions

ove ~ educational
Min' ster

(Rusnak, 1975).

standards

of &lucation,

In the midst of the cmtroversy

and practices

established

but

Haiorable

the Minister's

Junian Koziak,
Advisory Council ai

St udent Achievement in October 1976. MACOSA
was charged with studying
the elements of student

achievement,

of vays and means to assess,

definition,

ma.inta in and improve student

assignment fran the Legislative

Assembl y of Alberta,

was a study to "assess

projects

the non-canpulsor y nature of grade XII departmental
student achievement in Alberta."
In view of the general
ach ~evement in Alberta,

inf ormation regarding

acc reditation

of Alberta

of
on

in student

need for the improvement

it was cmsidered

appropriate

that

achievement shoold be obtained.

study was to determine

change in the GPAs of Alberta's

examinations

in public ccnfidence

and the continuing

student

the effects

(Dumont, 1977, p. 1)

decline

of education,

purpose of this

achievement,

(Dumrnt, 1977, p. l).

one of MACOSA'
s first

in :he quality

ccnsideration

based en its findings

and to ma.ke recanmendations
As a special

including

The

if there had been a significant

ma.triculation

high sch(X)ls in 1973.

graduates

since the
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Objectives
In order to accanplish
follaving
1.

objectives
To determine
lation

purpose of the study,

the relationship

between the GPAs of the matricu-

fran the rural

schcol jurisdictions

E'.ducation Zcne Six and their

2.

To determine
matriculation

of Alberta

graduates

between the GPAs of the

fran the Medicine Hat urban schcol

jurisdiction

L, Alberta Education Zone Six and their GPAs

during their

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College,

To determine
triculation
Alberta

of Alberta

the relationship
graduates

tation

between the GPAs of the ma-

fran the rural

Education Zcne Six and their

of Alberta

To determine
lation

schcol jurisdictions

tion
their

GPAs during their

5.

after

from the Medicine Hat urban school jurisdicGPAs during

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College,

To determine
matriculation

the accredi-

between the GPAs of the matricu-

in Alberta Education Zone Six and their

accreditation

in

high schcols.

the relationship

graduates

before

high schcols.

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College,

4.

before the ac-

high schools.

the relationship

the accreditation
3.

in

GPAs during their

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College,
creditation

the

were set:

graduates

Alberta

the stated

of Alberta
if there
graduates

after

the

high schcols.

is a difference
from the rural

in the GPAs of the
schcol jurisdictions
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and the Medicine Hat urban school jurisdiction
Education Zcne Six before accreditation,
matriculation

graduates

fran the rural

in Alberta

and the GPAs of the
school jurisdictions

and the Medicine Hat urban school jurisdiction
Zone Six, after
6.

To determine

the accreditation

if there

Medicine Hat college
matriculation

of Alberta

is a difference

in Education
high schools.

in the GPAs of the

freshmen before accreditation

graduates

from the rural

school jurisdictions

and the Medicine Hat urban school jurisdiction

in Alberta

Education Zone Six, and the GPAs of the Medicine
freshmen after

accre ditation

of the

Hat college

of the matriculation

graduates

from the r ur al schoo l ju r isd ictions

and the Medicine Hat

urban school jurisd i cti on in Alberta

Education Zone Six.

Hypotheses
As was noted in Chapter I and II,
thct there would be a relationship

there was reason to believe

between Alberta

departmental

inction GPAs and GPAs. There was also reason to believe
be no relationship
ThEfollo.ving
1.

between teacher-assigned

that there w0uld

GPAs and college

GPAs.

null hyr:otheses were formulated:

There is no significant
matriculation

graduates'

correlation

There is no significant
urban zcne's matriculation

between the rural

Grade XII GPAs and their

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation
2.

exam-

correlation
graduates'

of Alberta

zone's

college
high schools.

between the Medicine Hat
Grade XII GPAs and

Table 1
Correlation

Between Grade XII GPAs and the Medicine Hat College

Freshmen GPAs for Hypotheses One Through Four

1971-72 Rural
Students Grade
XII GPAs Before
Accreditation
1972-73 College
GPAs Before
Accreditation
1977-78 College
GPAs After
Accreditaticn

1976-77 Rural
Student GPAs
After
Accreditation

Hl

1971-72 Urban
Grade XII GPAs
Before
Accreditation

1976-77 Urban
Student Grade
XII Grades After
Accreditation

H2

H3

H4

.i:,.
~
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their

college

Alberta
3.

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

high schools.

There is no significant
matriculation

correlation

graduates'

freshmen GPAs after
4.

of

Grade XII GPAs and their

the accreditation

There is no significant

correlation

urban zone's matriculation
college

between the rural

of Alberta

college
high schCX)ls.

between the Medicine Hat

graduates'

freshmen GPAs after

zone's

Grade XII GPAs and their

the accreditation

of Alberta

high

schCX)ls.
5.

There is no significant
tion graduates'
Alberta

6.

and the matriculation

the accreditation

There is no significant
Hat College's

mean difference

Limitation
When analyzing
coull be considered.
stu2nt

stuc y to determine

freshmen

of the Study
achievement,

training
policies

schCX)ls. These variables
their

of Al-

high schCX)ls.

a number of variables

Among these are the nature and ability

and the pranotion

in be different

between the Medicine

Hat College's

of Alberta

Grade XII student

sample, the professional

the t eachers,

high schCX)ls.

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

the accreditation

of

graduates ' Grade

of Alberta

berta high schCX)ls, and the Medicine
GPAs after

between the matricula-

Grade XII GPAs before the accreditation

high schools,

XII GPAs after

mean difference

and teaching
for students

of the

experience

of

in Grades X and XI

were not analyzed in this

impact on the GPAs of the Grade XII matriculant.
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Definition
The follcwing

of Terms

terms are defined

as they are to be interpreted

in

thiE study.
As measured

Academic Achievement:

by the student's

gradepoint

aveage.
Accreditation:
of i:s role
tea<hers,

The Alberta

Department

evaluation

to school

in student
instruct

to ine Alberta

for minimum required

of Education's

delegation

boards which employ certified

time in a subject,

and adhere

Prcgram of Studies.

Departmental-Assigned
ject 30 provincial

final

Depa-tment of Education,
Education

Zcnes:

var bus regions

Subject

Mark:

examination
Province

as reported

to the student

by the

of Alberta.

The Province

by the Department

mark on a sub-

The student's

of Alberta
of Education

has been divided

into

for ease of administra-

tior.
Matriculant:

One who has canpleted

othEr Grade XII matriculation
ead subject,

subjects

and with an average

Matriculation

Subject:

which the Department

English

of Education,

four

with a minimum mark of 50% in

of 60% in five

Refers

30 and at least

subjects.

to those Grade XII subjects
Province

of Alberta,

in

administered

pro,inc ial examinations.
Teacher-assigned
mat1iculation
Pr°'ince

subject

of Alberta,

University

Subject

Mark:

which was sent
by the principal

Entrance

Requirements:

The student's

final

to the Department

mark in each
of Education,

of each high school.
As defined

by a rnatriculant.
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Procedure
Population and Sample
The population

for this

study ccnsisted

6(7 of the 1976-77 matriculation
rrral

graduates

of 553 of the 1971-72 and
fran the

who had graduated

zone and 235 of the 1971-72 and of 267 of the 1976-77 matricula-

t ion graduates

fran high schools located

who had graduated

in the

Me::licine Hat urban zone.
Na:ure of the Sample
Fcur stratified
gnduates

randan samples of 100 Alberta matriculation

who had canpleted

their

Cdlege were used for the stud y .
mctriculation

graduates

sc-iools in the rural
arj

The first

who graduated

their

dt.ring the 1972-73 college
graduates

group consisted

in Alberta Education

year.

The second group consisted

who had graduated

in Alberta Education

Medicine Hat College during the 1972-73 college
group ccnsisted

their

in the

Zone during

freshman year at the

year.

of 100 matriculation

from schools in the rural

of 100

fran schools located

tr ~ 1971-72 school year and who had canpleted

gnduated

Zone Six

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College

Medicine Hat urban school jurisdiction

The third

of 100

fran the 1971-72 school year from

school jurisdictions

who had canpleted

rna:riculation

fr eshrnan year at the Medicine Hat

graduates

school jurisdiction

who had

in Alberta

Edlcation Zone Six during the 1976-77 school year and who had canpleted
mi r freshman year at the Medicine Hat College during the 1977-78
cd.lege year.

The last

group cmsisted

of 100 matriculaticn

graduates
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who had graduated

during the 1976-77 school year from schools

Medicine Hat urban school jurisdiction
and who had canpleted

their

during the 1977-78 college

in the

in Alberta Education Zone Six

freshman year at the Medicine Hat College
year.

Data and Instrumentation
The instruments

used in this

mental examinations,
teacher

study were:

(1) Grade XII depart-

(2) Medicine Hat College examinations,

and (3)

to carr y out the study was obtained

from the

examinations.

The data required
Data Processing

Branch of the Alberta

Department of Education and £ran

tl'ie Medicine Hat College.
As the purpose of this
significant
graduates

in Alberta

since the accreditation

school prior
high schools'

students

to accreditation.

ations.

for the matriculation
accreditation.

to obtain the Medicine Hat College's
students

graduates

were required

Therefore,

tioo graduates
school year •

who had graduated

students
it was

freshman academic record

year that high school matricu-

to write canpulsory

it was desirable

Further,

the

who were included in the study.

The 1971-72 school year was the last
lation

fran high

It was also necessar y to obtain

from high school after

for these same matriculation

in 1973,

academic achievement

who had graduated

academic achievement records

who had graduated

matriculation

of high schools

the high schools'

for the matriculation

necessary

if there had been a

change in the Gl?Asof the high schools'

it was necessar y to obtain
records

study was to determine

departmental

examin-

to draw samples from the rnatricula-

£ran high schCX)l during the 1971-72
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The 1977-78 college
plete

college

year was the most recent year in which com-

academic achievement records were available

of the study.

Therefore,

in order to use the most recent data avail-

able samples were drawn on the 1971-72 matriculation
canpleted

their

college

77 matriculation

at the time

graduates

who had

freshman year during 1972-73, and on the 1976-

graduates

who had canpleted

their

college

freshman

year during 1977-78.
The President
tacted

and Registrar

of the Medicine Hat College were con-

in October 1977, in order to obtain

researcher

to use the college's
was granted,

their

permission

for the

data on their

students'

and the clerical

staff

of the registar's

of the required

data in October

ment.

Permission

office

was employed in the collection

academic achieve-

1978.
The transcript
students,

copies provided did not contain

as these had been deleted

Xerox copying precess.
information

The college

which was appropriate

XII high school subjects,
subject.

The transcript

fran the transcript
transcripts

during the

cc:ntained the following

for the study:

the student's

and the numerical grade assigned
listed

to each coorse,

grade assigned

the names of the

the college

coorses

and the student's

taken,

Grade

to each
the letter

cumulative grade-point

average.
Because the student's

Grade XII course grades were expressed

numerical numbers and the student's
letter

grades,

coorse grades

it was necessary
into letter

into grade-point

averages

grades,

college

to convert

in

grades were expressed
the student's

Grade XII

and then to ccrivert the letter

in order to carry out the study.

in

grades
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Grade XII subject
grades by assigning

numerical

the letter

scores were converted

grade "A" to those numerical

which ranged between 80 and 100; assigning
those numerical

to the numerical
numerical

was coosidered

in assigning

The letter

appropriate

ccurses

letter

students'

A weighting

factor

of 4 was assigned

factor

of 3 was assigned

of 2 to all

"D" letter

grades,

The weighting

"C" letter

by the credit

matriculation
total

coorses,

assigned

canulative

to all

grades,

and a weighting

factor

Department

to the student's

Grade

were then weighted in order to canpute the

of its

student's

grades to

grades to high school courses.

in the canputing

and this

grade to the

the same weighting

grade as that used by the Medicine Hat College

to each letter

tiplied

letter

Grade XII GPA. This was dme by assigning

weighting

grade

as it followed the same

grades which had been assigned

XII matriculation

factor

a "D" letter

and it is also the same scale used by the Alberta

student's

grade

scores 39 and below.

of Education

factor

grade "B" to

scores between 40-49, and an "F" letter

the Medicine Hat College used in assigning

ccurses,

scores

a "C" letter

scores between 50-64, assigning

This prccedure
scale

the letter

scores between 65-79, assigning

to those numerical

into letter

GPA.

to all

"A" letter

"B" letter

a weighting

factor

of Oto all

value for that ccurse.

was then divided by the total
ccurses.

credit

a

a weighting

of 1 to all

"F" letter

grades.

coorse was then mul-

The total

used for admission to college,

Grade XII matriculation

grades,

factor

to each matriculation

grades,

points

for the

was then canputed
value of the

This prc::duced the student's
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Grace XII GPA. Each student's
coLege freshman's

Grade XII GPAwas then matched with his

GPA.
Design and Analysis

The Pearsoo prcduct manent correlation
folb.ving

four hypotheses:

bet1reen the rural
ther

college

(r) was used to test

(1) There is no significant

zone's matriculation

graduates'

(2) There is no significant

Hat1rban

zone's matriculation

matriculation
GPAs after

graduates'

corr e lation

sig ni..
ficant

correlation

of Alberta

of Alberta

5 and 6 were tested
test.

mean difference

graduates'

Albe:ta high schools.

of A.berta high schools,

college

freshmen GPAs after

with the two-way analysis

of

Hypotheses 5 and 6 are:

(5) There is no

between the matriculation

graduates'

of Alberta

Grade XII GPAs after

high schools,

of

mean difference

be-

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

and the Medicine Hat College's
of Alberta

Grade

and the

the accreditation

(6) There is no significant

twee1 the Medicine Hat College's

afte : the accreditation

(4) There is no

high schools.

XII .;pAs before the accreditation
matr .culation

freshmen

between the Medicine Hat urban zone's matricu-

the 1ccreditation

sign _ficant

zone's

college

high schools.

Grade XII GPAs and their

varimce statistical

of Alber t a high schools.

between the rural

lati.:n graduates'

Null hypotheses

between the Medicine

Grade XII GPAs and their

the accreditation

high

Grade XII GPAs and their

coll.-:.ge freshmen GPAs before the accreditation
(3) rhere is no significant

of Alberta

correlation

graduates'

correlation

Grade XII GPA's and

freshman GPAs before the accreditation

schols.

the

high schools.

freshmen GPAs
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ANALYSISOF DATA
'I'he variables

analyzed

200 Alberta matriculation
through teacher
matriculation
obtained

graduates

assigned
graduates

by writing

in this

scores,

study were:

who had received

their

graduates

Departmental

':'he matriculation

received

their

graduates'

freshnen GPAs were precessed

grades

GPAs by means of scores

Examinations,

Col l ege freshmen GPAs, and (4) zones (urban, rural)
rratriculation

their

(2) Grade XII GPAs for 200 Alberta

who had received

Alberta

(1) Grade XII GPAs for

(3) Medicine Hat

fran which the

Grade XII GPAs.

Grade XII GPAs and their

by the canputer

college

to provide the following

infornation:
Table 2
The Rural Zone's Matriculation
Freshmen Mean Grade-Point
the Accreditation

Graduates'

Grade XII and College

Averages Before and After
of Alberta

High Schools

School

Mean GPA

SD

SE

Before
Accreditation

High School
College

2.927
2.881

0.554

o.776

0.055
0.078

After
Accreditation

High School
College

2.865
2.763

0.510
0.791

0.052
0.079
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Table 3
The ~icine

Hat Urban Zone's Matriculation

Graduates'

Grade

XII and College Freshmen GPAs Before and After
the Accreditation

of Alberta

High Schools

School

Mean GPAs

SD

SE

Before
Accreditation

High School
College

2.988
2.916

0.554
0.669

0.055
0.067

After
Accreditation

High School
College

3.063
2.879

0.502
0.776

0.050
0.078

The purpose of the study was to determine
significant

change in the academic achievement as measured by GPA's of

U ber ta' s matriculation

graduates

high SChCX)lSin 1973.
study.

if there had been a

since

the accreditation

Six major objectives

These served as the basis

tested in the analysis.

:s follo.ved by the relevant

were generated

for the null hypotheses

The hypothesis
analyses

Correlational

of Alberta

is stated

for the

which were

in each case,

and it

and interpretations.
Analysis

The Pearson prcxluct rnanent correlation

(r) was used to test

Eypotheses 1 through 4.
Hypothesis

1.

There is no significant

rural zone's matriculation

graduates'

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

correlation

between the

Grade XII GPAs and their
of Alberta

college

high schCX)ls.
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':'he correlation
culat~on graduates'

coefficient

Grade XII GPAs and their

was .50 which was significant
ccore~ation

coefficient

variance

Grade XII GPAprovides

in order to make a perfect
man

relat:on

existed

studerts

from the rural

(r 2 ), the two measures

of the student's

knowledge of the

college

fresh-

because the Pearson product

(r) did shCJt.Jthat a significant

school zone and their

2.

of Alberta's

cor-

college

freshmen GPAs

high schools.

There is no significant

Medic:ne Hat urban zooe's matriculation
their college

the

between the Grade XII GPAs for the matriculation

befor E the accreditation
l.ypothesis

freshmen GPAs

mly 25% of what we wculd have to know

was rejected

cc::efficient

zone's matri-

In interpreting

in caTil110n. That is,

prediction

GPA. The null hypothesis

rncrnen
t correlation

college

at the • 05 level.

in terms of variance

have cnly 25% of their
student's

(r) between the rural

correlation

graduates'

between the

Grade XII GPAs and

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

of Alberta

high

schoo Js.
cc::efficient

'Jhe correlation
culation graduates'

Grade XII GPAs and their

.47, wiich was significant
relati~n

coefficient

ooly 3% of their

variance

college

freshmen GPAs was

In interpreting

the cor-

(r 2 ), the two measures have

in cormna1. That is kncwledge of the student's

only 23% of what we would have to know in order

prediction

1ie null hypothesis
existej

at the .OS level.

in terms of variance

Grade XII GPAprovides
to mak=a perfect

(r) between the urban zone's matri-

of the student's

was rejected

college

freshman GPA.

because a significant

between the Medicine Hat urban zone's matriculation

correlation
graduates'
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Grace XII GPAs and their

college

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

of Plbe rta high schools.
Hiypothesis
zme's

3.

matriculation

menG?As after

graduates'

of Alberta

coefficient

of Alberta

between the rural

college

college

zcne's matriculation

freshmen GPAs after

the

high schools was .36, which was significant

at the .05 level.

Tnis correlation

terns of variance

(r ) , indicates

of their

in canrnon. That is kncwledge of the student's

2

variance

XII 3PA provides
make a perfect

The null hypothesis
corr=lation

we

when interpreted

in

was rejected

Grade

would have to ~now in order to

of the student's

between the rural

GPAsand their

coefficient,

that the two measures have only 13%

roly 13% of what
prediction

fresh-

high schools.

between the rural

Grade XII GPAs and their

accreditation

correlation

Grade XII GPAs and their

the accreditation

The correlation
gradJates'

There is no significant

college

freshman GPA.

because there was a significant

zone's matriculation

col lege freshmen GPAs after

graduates'

the accreditation

Grade XII
of Alberta

high schools.
Hypothesis

4.

There is no significant

Medi~ine Hat urban zone's matriculation
thei: college

freshmen GPAs after

correlation

graduates'

between the

Grade XII GPAs and

the accreditation

of Alberta

high

schools.

zme's

The correlation

coefficient

matriculation

graduates'

(r) between the Medicine Hat urban
Grade XII GPAs after

of Alberta high schools was .45, which was significant

the accreditation
at the .05 level.

in terms of variance
In interpreting
the correlationship
coefficient
2
(r ), the b..o measures have only 20% of their variance in camion. That
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is,

Grade XII grade-p:)int

knowledge of the student's

average provides

only 20% of what we would have to know in order to make a perfect
prediction

of the student's

The null hyp:)thesis
correlation
graduates'

college

was rejected

Grade XII GPAs and their
of Alberta

The Fisher's

whether there was a significant

statistical

difference
for hypotheses

Before accreditation

the correlation

zone's matriculation

graduates'

After accreditation

duced a .36 correlation

coefficient.

correlation

coefficient

the difference

of the difference

coef-

1-4.
coefficient

this

(r) between the
college

same canparison

produced a Zr of .377.

The standard

error

1.19 Z value was less than the required

.50 and .36.

at the .05 level.
difference

of

to be .144.

The

by the standard

between the tv.0 Zr's produced a 1.19 Z value.

there was no significant

pro-

produced a Zr of .549 and the .36

between the two Zr's when divided

in order to be significant

efficients

was used to test

in the correlation

between these two Zr's was calculated

.172 difference

obtained

coefficient

test

Grade XII GPAs and their

freshmen GPAs was .50.

The .50 correlation

freshmen GPAs after

Zr Transformation

Zr transformation

which w~re obtained

college

high schools.

Fisher's

rural

because there was a significant

between the Medicine Hat urban zone's matriculation

the accreditation

ficients

freshman GPA.

Z value of+

The
1.96

The data indicated

between the two correlation

error

that
co-
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Before accreditation

the correlation

urban zme 1 s matriculation
freshmen GPAs was .47.

of the difference

The .025 difference

.05 level.

between the two Zr's when divided

Z value of+

coefficients
the correl3tion

zone's matriculation

graduates

same canparison

lated

was .47.

coef f icients

c0rrelation

coefficient

of the difference

that there was no significant

The Fisher's

for
prcduced

prcduced a .510 Zr.

This obtained
1.96 in order to

Zr transformation
difference

between the

.50 and .47.

After accreditation

the correlation

zones matriculation

graduates

coefficient

(r) between the

Grade XII GPAs and their

freshrren GPAs was .36 and the urban zme's
These converted

college

coefficient

Z value of+

test

.45.

(r) between the

coefficient

Z value was .270.

at the .05 level.

rural

difference

between the two Zr's was calcu-

be significant

coefficients

at the

Grade XII GPAs and their

.270 Z value was less than the required

two correlation

by the standard

1.74 Z value was less

The .50 cor r elation

to be .144 and the obtained

indicated

to be .144.

.47 and .45.

The urban zme's

a .549 Zr while the .47 correlation
error

The standard

G½at there was no significant

Before accred i tation

The standard

coefficients,

1.96 in order to be significant

The data indicated

freshmen GPAs was .50.
this

The obtained

college

coefficient

between the two Zr's was calculated

between the two correlation

rural

These two correlation

prcduced a Z value of .174.

than the required

the correlation

Zr's of .510 and .485 respectifully.

.47 and .45, yielded

error

(r) between the

Grade XII GPAs and their

After accreditation

sane canparism.

was .45 for this

error

graduates'

coefficient

correlation

college

coefficient

to Zr's of .377 and .485 respectfully.

The

was
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standard

error

of the difference

ficients

was calculated

The data indicated

between the two correlation

to be .144 and the obtained

that there was no significant

the two correlation

coefficients

A two-way analysis

coef-

Z value was • 75.

difference

between

.36 and .45.

of variance

was used to test

Hypotheses 5

and 6.
HYfX)thesis 5.
the matriculation
accreditation

There is no significant

graduates'

of Alberta

mean difference

Grade XII GPAs prior

to and after

between
the

high schools.
Table 4

Analysis

of Varia~ce for the Matriculation

Graduates'

Grade

Averages by Metho:1 of

XII Grade-Point

Assignment and by Zones

ss

Source

df

MS

F

Sig. of F

Main Effects

1.688

2

0.844

3.009

0.050*

Metho:1

0.000

1

0.000

0.001

0.972

Zcne

1.687

1

1.687

6.016

0.015**

2-Way Interactions

0.487

1

0.487

1. 738

0.188

Explained

2.175

3

o. 725

2.585

0.053*

111.063

396

0.280

Residual

*
**

Significant
Significant

at .05
at .01
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The data in Table 4 show that there was a significant
ferenCE at the • 05 level

in the main effects.

cannot be assumed that the different

mean dif-

This indicates

that

it

groups were drawn from popula-

tions :.vith the sarre mean.
rhe data in Table 4 indicated
diffe2nce
departnental

between the Grade XII GPAs -which were cbtained
examinations

teache :--assigned
level,

that there was no significa.11t mean

and those which were obtained

grades.

There was a significant

GPAs. The two-way interaction

gra.ips ' variation

effect

effect

at the .01

but that the between

at the .OS level.

3ecause there was a significant

difference,

and urban zones' matriculation

GPAs i : was ccnsidered

difference,

of methcx:3.over zmes indicated

was not significant

was sign i ficant

betweel the rural

through

and urban zmes in the assignment of Grade XII

between the rural

that t1e interaction

by writing

appropriate

to determine

at the .01 level,
graduates'

Grade XII

where this difference

occurred.
':'he t test
of the rural
prior

was used to test

and urban zmes'

:o and after

for the difference

matriculation

between the means

graduates'

Grade XII GPAs

accreditation.

]efore accreditation

the rural

zcne's

matriculation

graduates'

Grade :II mean GPAwas 2.927, while the Medicine Hat urban zone's rnatricu1.ationgraduates'

mean Grade XII GPAaverage was 2.988.

was ob ained from this data.
be sigiif icant,

value of .77

A t value of 1. 96 was required

at the • 05 level,

was less than 1.96 therefore,

At

and 396 df.

it was ccncluded

The cbtained

in order to
t value • 77

that there was
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no significant
zone's

difference,

matriculation

at the .05 level,

graduates'

After accreditation

between the rural

and urban

Grade XII GPAs before accreditation.

the rural

zone's matriculation

graduates'

mean Grade XII GPAwas 2.865, while the Medicine Hat urban zooe's
matriculation

graduates'

2.77 was obtained

mean Grade XII GPAwas 3.063.

from this data.

order to be significant

than 1.96 therefore

between the rural

value of

in

value of 1.96 was required

at the .05 level and 396 df.

value of 2.77 was greater
the difference

At

At

The obtained

t

it was concluded that

and urban zones' matriculation

graduates ' Grade XII GPAs after

accreditation,

was significant

at the

.05 level.
Hypothesis
difference

5 was rejected

at the .05 level,

triculation

graduates'

Hypothesis

6.

between the rural

There is no significant

of Alberta

in the population

mean difference

in the college
graduates

to and after

means.

rural

and urban zooes.

the

There was no significant

freshmen GPAs between the high school

who had obtained

Alberta

mean difference
accreditation,

to and after

between

that there was no significant

assigned grades and those matriculation
Grade XII GPAs by writing

mean difference

high schools .

mean difference

no significant

and urban zones' :ma-

freshmen GPAs prior

The data in Table 5 indicates

matriculation

mean

Grade XII GPAs.

the Medicine Hat College's
accreditation

because there was a significant

their

GPAs through teacher-

graduates

departmental

examinations.

between the college

for the matriculation

who had obtained

their

There was

freshmen GPAs prior
graduates

from the
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Table 5
Analysis

of Variance for College Freshmen Grade-Point

by Zooe and by Method of Assignment of Grade-Point

ss

Source

df

MS

Averages
Averages

F

Sig. of F

Main Ef fee ts

1.172

2

0.586

1.029

0.358

Method

0.609

1

0.609

1.069

0.302

Zooe

0.563

1

0.563

0.988

0.321

2-Way Interaction

0.160

1

0.160

0.280

0.597

Expla i ned

1.332

3

0.444

o.779

0.506

225.614

396

0.570

Residual

Hypothesis

6 was accepted as being true because there was no sig-

nif icant mean difference
GPAs prior

to and after

between the Medicine
the accreditation

Hat College's

of Alberta

freshmen

high schools.
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CHAPTERV
SUMMARY,
FINDINGSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The literature

that has been sumnarized supports

that an organizatioo
organizational

should make provision
While innovation

life.

are not synonymous, evaluation
attainment

the establishment

of its

and improvement in education

may well be integral

in the United States
of certain

to the successful

high schools by institutions

in education.

were fostered

Accredita-

sane measure of control

of high learning,

between the two bcdies.

the United States

has been used to provide for

basic standards

tion serves tl1e purp::>Se of instituting

sities.

for evaluation

of both.

Accreditation

liaison

the premise

The first

and pranoting

over the
greater

decades of accreditation

by the initiative

of the state

in

univer-

With the rapid gravth of secoodary schools in the United

States,

the authority

for accrediting

schools has been taken over by

State Departments of Education or accrediting
of representatives
systems,

of State Departments of Education,

consisting

public

school

and of universities.

In Canada, provincial
Ministries

associations

governments have dcrninated education.

of Education have established

and in this manner created

standards

the requirement

for the educational

for education
institutions.
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There are no nm-governmental
ments.

Accrediting

organizations

of schools

their

achievement,
reliability.

over education

of teacher-assigned

reveal

that there

Several

factors

ment of marks to students.
teachers,

control

that

Departments of Education have maintained.

Research in the field
student

require-

in Canada has meant the relinquishing

of a measure of the alm::)st canplete
provincial

which establish

differences

judge a student's

marks, which indicate

is cooflicting

evidence as to

seem to be related

Related factors

ainoog students,

are:

to the assignann1g

differences

and the teacher's

ability

to

work to assign a mark fluctuates.

The purpose of this
been a significant

stud y was to det ermine whe the r there had

change in th e GPAs of Alber ta's

gr aduates since the accr ed i tation
The population

f or this

of Alberta

stud y consisted

and of 607 of the 1976-77 matriculation

matriculatio

n

high schools in 1973.
of 553 of the 1971, 72,

graduates

who had graduates

fr an schoo l s loc ated in the r ural school jurisdictions

in Albe r ta

Education Zone 6; and of 235 of the 1971- 72, and of 267 of the 1976-77
matriculation

graduates

in the Medicine

who had graduated

sample consisted

of 100 students.

equal numbers of students
high school,

loc ated

Hat urban zone.

The randan stratified
which consisted

from high schools

of foor groops each of

The sample was stratified

to include

as to zooe, as to year from graduation

and as to the year they canpleted

their

fran

freshman year at

the Medicine Hat College.
In order to accanplish
objectives

the stated

purpose of the study,

six

were set which fo.rned the basis for the six null hypotheses
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tested

in the study.
1.

The six null hypotheses

There is no significant
matriculation

were:

correlation

graduates'

between the rural

Grade XII GPAs and their

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation
2.

There is no significant

correlation

urban zone's matriculation
their
Alberta
3.

college

Alberta

college

Grade XII GPAs and their

graduates'

zone's

college
high schools.

bet ween t he Medicin e Hat
Grade XII GPAs and

the accreditation

of

between the matricu-

and the matriculation

the accreditation

of Alberta

mean difference

graduates'

The Pearson product manent correlation
one through four.

Grade

between the Medicine

and the Medicine Hat College's

the accreditation

of

high schools.

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

high schools,

men GPAs after

mean difference

Grade XII GPAs before the accreditation

high schools,

Hat College's

hypotheses

of Alberta

graduates'

freshmen GPAs after

There is no significant

Alberta

of

high schools.

XII GPAs after
6.

Grade XII GPAs and

between the rural

correlation

matriculation

There is no significant
lation

graduates'

the accreditation

There is no significant
urban zcne's

5.

high schools.

between the Medicine Hat

correlation

graduates'

freshmen GPAs after

Alberta

of Alberta

freshmen GPAs before the accreditation

There is no significant

their

college

high schools.

matriculation

4.

zone's

of Alberta

of
fresh-

high schools.

(r) was used to test
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The correlation
matriculation

coefficients

graduates'

for the rural

Grade XII GPAs and their

.so.

freshmen GPAs ranged from .36 to
with the findings

and urban zones'
Medicine Hat college

These findings

compare favorably

of Evensen and Smith (1957) in their

study "matricu-

in Alberta."

They found that the correlation

between Grade XII

GPAs and university

freshmen GPAs at the University

lation

from a correlation
(4)

(r) of .24 to a correlation

coefficient

ranged

coefficient

of .58.
rn Hypotheses me through four indicate

The correlation
highest

correlation

matriculation
department

coefficient

graduates'

examLriations, before accreditation

matriculation

assigned

grades,

correlation

graduates'
after

and their

coefficient

when correlated
coefficient

by writing

and their

department

with their

of .47.

college

After

through teacher-assigned
with their

college

grades,

freshmen GPAs.

graduates'

after

of Alberta
graduates'

accreditation,

freshmen GPAs yielded

Grade XII

before accreditation

freshmen GPAs, yielded

the Medicine Hat urban zone's matriculation

fresh-

through teacher-

college

examinations,

the accreditation

by writing

college

Grade XII GPAs, obtained

accreditation,

zone's

(r) .36 was between the

The Medicine Hat urban zone's matriculation
GPAs, obtained

that the

(r) .SO was between the rural

Grade XII GPAs, which were obtained

men GPAs. 'I'he smallest
rural

of Alberta

a correlation

a correlation
high schools,

GPAs, obtained
when correlated
coefficient

of

.45.
The data indicated
and .47, were obtained

that

the highest

by the rural

correlation

coefficient

and urban matriculation

.SO

students
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who had obtained

their

GPAs, by writing

departmental

examinations,

before accreditation.

test

The Fisher's

Zr transformation

statistical

the correlation

coefficients,

to determine

nificant
lation

mean difference
graduates'

to and after

Grade XII GPAs and their

of Fisher's

zones' matriculation

graduates'

difference,

coefficients,

before and after

accreditation.

difference

There was no sig-

between the correlation

the correlation
graduates

was .47.

at the .05 level

between the correlation
the correlation
graduates

college

freshmen GPAs

coefficient

The Fisher's

coefficient

Zr statistical

that there was no significant
coefficients

coefficient

.50 and .47.

coefficient

college

for this

colfor
test

in-

difference

After accredi-

between the rural

Grade XII GPAs and their

The urban zone's correlation

between the

Grade XII GPAs and their

The urban zone's correlation

sarre canparison

culation

test

accreditation.

lege GPAs was .50.

tation

statistical

Grade XII GPAs and the i r col l ege

Grade XII GPAs and their

zones matriculation

dicated

freshmen GPAs prior

.SO and . 36 for the rural

at the .05 level,

Before accreditation

this

college

.47 and .45, for the Medicine Hat urban zone's matricu-

graduates'

rural

and urban zor.e's matricu-

Zr transformation

coefficients

freshmen GPAs before and after

lation

if there was a sig-

that at the .05 level there was no significnat

between the correlation

nificant

was used to

accreditation.

The results
indicated

between the rural

test

zone's matriGPAs was .36.

same canparison

72

was .45.

The Fisher's

Zr statistical

that there was no significant
coefficients

test

difference

indicated

between the correlation

.36 and .45.

The tv.Q way analysis
there was a significant
graduates'

of variance

was used to determine whether

mean difference

Grade XII GPAs prior

between the matriculation

to and after

accreditation.

The data prcrluced by the twc:r-wayanalysis
test

at the .05 level

indicated

.01 level,

that there was a significant

between the rural

of variance

statistical

mean difference,

and urban zones' matriculation

at the
graduates'

Grade XII GPAs.
The t test

revealed

that there was no significant

ference between the two zone's matriculation
GPAs which were obtained
hooever,

accreditation,

at the .01 level,
graduates'

by writing

graduates'

departmental

there was a significant

between the rural

before

mean difference,
matriculation

through teacher-assigned

accreditation.

The two-way analysis
to determine

Grade XII

examinations

and urban zmes'

Grade XII GPAs which were obtained

grades after

mean dif-

of variance

statistical

if there was a significant

test

mean difference

achievement of the Medicine Hat College's

was used
in the academic

freshmen before and after

accreditation.
The results

showed that there was no significant

ference between the Medicine Hat College's
or after

accreditation.

cant mean difference
lation

graduates

This indicated
in the college's

who had obtained

their

mean dif-

freshmen GPAs prior

to

that there was no signififreshmen GPAs for the matricuGrade XII GPAs by writing
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departmental
obtained
further

their

examinations

that there was no significant

tween the college's

prior

graduates'

Grade XII GPAs through teacher-assigned

indicated

graduates

and those matriculation

to or after

grades.

It

mean difference

freshmen GPAs for the rural

and the Medicine Hat urban zrne's

who had

be-

zone's matriculation

matriculation

graduates

accreditation.
Findin gs

The findings

reached as a result

There has not been a significant
matriculation
creditation
-

graduates
of Alberta

change in the GPAs of the

fran the rural
high schools

There has not been a significant
matriculation

of the study are:

graduates

zme since the ac-

in 1973.

change in the GPAs of the

from schools

urban zrne since the accreditation

in the Medicine Hat

of Alberta

high schools

in 1973.
There was not a significant
matriculation

graduates

the matriculation
prior
-

in the GPAs of the

from the rural

graduates

to the accreditation

of Alberta

high schools

difference

matriculation

fran the rural

graduates

after

graduates

the accreditation

There was no significant

zone and the GPAs of

fran the Medicine Hat urban zone

There was a significant

the matriculation

-

difference

in 1973.

in the GPAs of the
zrne and the GPAs of

fran the Medicine Hat urban zone

of Alberta
difference

high schools

in 1973.

in the Medicine Hat

College freshmen GPAs of the matriculation

graduates

fran
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the rural

zaie and the matriculation

Medicine Hat urban zaie prior

graduates

from the

to the accreditation

of Alberta

high schools in 1973.
There was no significant

difference

in the Medicine Hat

College freshmen GPAs of the matriculation
the rural

zaie and the matriculation

Medicine Hat urban zme after

from

graduates

graduates

from the

the accreditation

of Alberta

high schools in 1973.
There was no significant

change in the Medicine Hat College

freshmen GPAssince the accreditation

of Alberta

high schools

in 1973.
Recorrrrendat i ons
After having gathered
study's

findings,

test

cmsiderable

results,

knowledge of the educational

information,

reviews of research,

science in Alberta

including

the

and based on a

the following

re-

canrnendations are made:
-

That mandatory Grade XII departmental
purpose of awarding final
Based

ai

other studies

examinations

marks not be reinstituted.

the evidence prcx:iuced by this
cited

in the literature,

study and by the

student

is as gocrl now as it was before accreditation.

achievement
There is no

achievement with canpulsory

need to assess

student

examinations.

The principal

student

for the

responsibility

achievement for pranotion

departmental

for evaluation

through the grade levels

of
and

75

for the awarding of diplanas
the local

shoold crntinue

to reside

with

school systems.

That Grade XII departmental

school systems for use at their
Evaluation

of students

cmtinue

to be primarily

systems.

Departmental

be made available

examinations

to

cwn discretion.

for purJ?Oses of pranotirn

the respcnsibility

of local

should
school

shoold remain available,

examinations

ha.vever, for the school jurisdictions

not wishing to exercise

that responsibility.
-

That Grade XII departrrental
to students

involving

individual

criteria

diplanas,

be made available

as appeal examinations.

Appeal examinations

ternal

examinations

are still

students,

useful

such as those requiring

for scholarships,

and students

for special

candidates

cases
ex-

for adult

who wish to challenge

teacher-assign

ed

marks.

That Alberta
Policies

education

of Education on

achievement.

Public
decisions

input is vital

and actions

is cmsidered

to effective

m provincial

:iJnportant to attempt

free fran political

That a testing
tained

a Student Evaluations

Board to advise the Minister

student

cisions

establish

service

by the Alberta

and resJ?Onsive policy

student

evaluation.

to keep educational

decisions

It
de-

as much as possible.

to schools be established
Department of Education.

and main-

76

Provincial
blished
their

norms en student

against

which lccal

students'

the resources
reliable

school systems could ccn,pare

achievement.

Many school systems do not have

or :r:;ersmnel to develcp,

tests

the resources

whereas the Alberta

and produce valid and

Department of Education has

and :r:;ersamel to provide such services

school jurisdictions
-

achievement cculd be esta-

requesting

That the Regional Offices
jurisdictions

to those

it.

of Alberta

with cmsultative

Education provide school

services

regarding

student

assessment prcgrarns.
The Regional Offices

are an appropriate

providing

support services

Personnel

fran these offices

could assist

struction

and in develcping

the expertise

evaluation
resources
The Alberta

practices.

regarding

agency for

evaluation

techniques.

in improving inof teachers

Many school jurisdictions

in

lack the

and :r:;erscnnel to carry out these essential

services.

Department of Education has the resources

:r:;ersonnel to assist

those school jurisdictions

and

requesting

such services.
-

That the Alberta
administer

Department of Education formulate

policies

and de-accreditation
At the present
practically

and procedures

and

for the accreditation

of schools.
time such policies

non-existent.

and procedures

It is essential

defined criteria

be established

de-accreditation

of schools.

that clearly

for the accreditation
Such policies

are

and

are required

if

77

uniform and coosistent
de-accreditation

policies

of schools

That the accreditation

Branch of

Department of Education.

located

are familiar

Branch has Regional Offices

in many centers
with the local

and evaluate

in Alberta.

and de-accredited.

have too many separate

corporate

canpound the bureacratic

position

to their

being

. Local school boards alr eady
bcdies with which to deal and

of yet another coq:orate

the establishment

problems

are in an excellent

schools in regards

of Edu-

Their persamel

school jurisdictions'

and needs and they therefore,

accredited

equitably

of schools be-

of the Field Services

The Field Services

to assess

and

of Alberta.

and de-accreditation

cane the resp:nsibility

cation

is to be practiced

ill the province

for all schools

the Alberta

on the accreditation

tody v.Duld only

red tape with which local

school

boards must deal.
That high school matriculation
write university
universities

entrance

and colleges

graduates

examinations

freshmen prior

University

mean difference

to and after

grades are therefore
entrance

for admittance

study indicates

to

that there

in the GPAs of college

accreditation.

accurate

predictors

Teacher-assigned
of college

exams cculd have the effect

the high school curriculum

to

in Alberta.

The evidence provided by this
was no significant

not be required

in the public

schools.

success.

of dictating
If this

78

were to happen, it would be better
Grade XII departmental
public

examinations

to reinstitute

as this would all™

school system to hold the majority

high school curriculwn.

crnpulsory

of caitrol

the

over the

79
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Appendix
The Rural

Zone's

and College
Before

A

Matriculation
Freshmen

Graduates'

Grade-Point

the Accreditation

Grade

Xll

Averages

of Alberta

High Schools

Student

Nwnber
l
2
3
4

s
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
l5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

High School
Grade-Point
Average

College
Grade-Point
Average

3. 2
3
2. 6
3.6
2.8
2.2
4
4
2.2
2.8
24
2. 8
2.6
2
2. 8
4
2. 8
2.4
3
3.2
3.2
2.6
3.2
2.4
3. 6
2.8
2.8
3.4

4
4
2.6
3. l
2
3.7
4
4
•9
2.3
3. 5
3
2. 5
1.8
2.4
4
2.9
.8
3
3. 2
3. l
2. 7
3.3
2. l
3. 2
2.2
3. 6
2.6
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Appendix

Studen t Nwnber

29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

A ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Average

2.4
3.2
2.4
2.4
2.6
3.2
2.4
2.6
4
2.2
2.8
3.2
2.6
2.4
3
2.4
2.4
2.4
3
2.8
2.8
2.4
2.4
4
3. 8
2.4
3.6
3.6
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.6
3
2. 8
3
3. 2
2.8
3. 6

Grade

College
Point Average

3.3
3. 1
3.3
2. 1
2
2. 6
2.3
3.2
3. 8
1.2
2.8
2. 1
3.2
3.3
3. 1
2.9
2. 9
2. 1
2. 1
2.3
1.5
2.4
2.4
4
3.8
2.7
3. 9
3. 9
3. 6
3. 5
3.3
3. 1
3.2
2. 5
1.8
1.5
3.4
3. 8
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Appendix

Student

Number
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

A (Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Average

College
Grade-Point
Average

3. 8
3
2. 8
3.4
3.2
2. 6
2. 2
4
2.2
4
3. 6
2.8
4
2.4
3. 2
2. 6
2.4
2.8
3.4
3.2
2.4
3. 2
2.6
2.2
3. 2
2.4
2.4
2.6
2.8
2.4
4
2.4
3. 6
2.4

3.7
2.8
l. 6
3
4
2.6
3. 7
4

.9
3.5
2. 5
2.4
4
3. 8
3.2
2.7
2. l
2.2
2.6
3. 1
2. 1
2.6
3. 2
l. 2
2. 1
3.3
2. 9
2. l
2.3
2.4
4
2.7
3. 9
3.5
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Appendu
The

Medicine
Grade

Hat Urban

Zone's

XII Grade-Point

Freshmen

B
Matriculation
Averages

Grade-Point

the Accrediation

and

Averages

Graduates'
College
Before

of Alberta

High Schools

Student

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

College
Grade-Point
Averages

2.8
4
3. 2
2.6
3.6
3
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.4
2.8
2. 6
2.4
2. 2
2. 6
3.2
2.6
3.4
3
2
2.8
4
3. 2
3
2.4
3,8

2.4
3.8
3
2. l
3.2
3.2
2.9
2. 7
2.9
3. 5
1. 8

2. 8
3. 6
2.6
2
2. 8
3.6
2. 8
3. l
3. 5
1.7
3.4
3. 8
3. 2
2. 7
3

3. 7

Appendix

Student

Nurn.ber

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

B ( Continued

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

3.6
3.4
3.2
3.2
3.2
2.4
4

2. 8
3.2
3. 8
3.4
3
3.4
3. 8
3.8
3
3. 6
2.4
3.6
3. 2
3

2.4
2.2
2.2
2. 8
3
3.6
2. 6
2.8
3.2
3.8
3.4
2.4
2.4
2. 6
2. 8
2.6
3
2. 8

College
Grade-Point
Averages

1.8
2. 8
3.7
3. l

3
2. 9
4
2. 6
4
2.9
3
2.5
2.3
3.7
3. 6
2.5
4
2.7
2.6
2.3
2.8
0
2.8
2.3
2.7
2.8
3.3
3.2
2.6
2.3
4
3. 5
3. 2
2.2
3.9
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.5

Appendix

Student

Nwnber

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

B ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

2.8
4
2.6
3
2.2
2.4
2.6
2. 8
2.4
2.6
2.6
3
2
4
3
2.4
3. 6
3. 2
3.2
4
3.2
3.4
3.4
4
3. 6
3. 6
3.2
3
2.2
2.2
3
2.6
3. 2
3.4

Grade

College
Point Averages

2.7
3.8
2. 1
3.2
2.7
2. 9
3.5
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.8
3.5
1.7
3.8
2. 7
3
1.3
3. 7
3
4
4
3
2.3
3. 6
4
2.6
2.3
2.8
2.8
2.3
2.8
3. 2
2.3
3. 5
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Appendix
The

Rural
College

Zone's

Matriculation

Freshmen

Student

Number

Graduates'

Grade-Point

Accrediation

of Alberta

High
Grade-Point

C
Grade

Averages
High

School
Averages

After

XII and
the

Schools

College
Grade-Point

6
7

2.8
2.8
2.4
2.4
2.2
3.4
2.2

8

3

9

3.4
2.8
2.6

3

2. 8
3.2
3.2

2.6

l

2
3

4

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30

2

2.8
3. 6
2.8
2.2

2.6
2.4
2. 8
3.8
2.2
3
3

3.4
2.4
3.2
2.4

2. 7
2.8
1. 8

2.4
2. 1
2.2
3.2
3.4
2.7
•7

3. 7

2.5
2. 5
2.3
3. 5
3.2
3. 1
2. l

•5
•2

2.9
2.4
3.2
2.3
3. 5

3.6
2.7
2.5

Averages

Appendix

Student

Number

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

C ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

3.2
3.4
3.2
3.8
3.2
2. 8
2.4
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.8
3. 8
2.4
2.2
3.4
3. 8
2.4
2.8
2
3. 2
3.8
2.2
2. 6
2.4
3. 2
3
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
3
3
2.8
3. 6
2.8
3
3.2
4

College
Grade-Point
Averages

2
3
1
3.6
3. 1
3
3.2
.2
3. 1
2.9
2.7
3
3.9
2.4
3
3. 7
3. 9
2. 7
1.3
3. 5
2
3.8
2.8
3.3
2.9
1.9
3.3
2.5
3. 2
1.5
1. 6
2.8
3. 5
3. 1
3.3
2.3
3
2.5
3.9
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Appendix

Student

Nwnber

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

C ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

College
Grade-Point
Averages

3. 8
2.2
2.8

3.9
2.4
2.2
2.9
3.2
3
2.8
2.3
2.7
4
3.3
3.3
4
2.6
2. l
2.7
2. 5
2. l
3. l
2.5
3. l
2.9
3
3. 5
2. 9
1. 4
3.2
3. 9
2.9
3.3
3

3

3.2
2. 4
4
3. 2
2.8
3. 6
2.4
3
3. 8
2.4
2. 2
2. 8
3
2.6
3
2.4
3. 2
2.4
2.2
2
2.4
2. 8
3. 6
3. 8
2.4
2.4
2.4
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Appendix
The

Medicine
Grade

Hat Urban

Zone's

XII and College
Averages

Number

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

29

Matriculation

Freshmen

After

Graduates'

Grade-Point

the Accreditation

of Alberta

Student

D

High

High
Grade-Point

Schools

School
Averages

2.4
2.5
2.4
2.8
3.8
2.4
2.6
3. 6
2.8

College
Grade-Point
Averages

2.3
3. 5
2. 5
2. 2
3. 5
2.8

2.4

2.9
1. 3

4

4

2. 8

3

2.4
2. 6

2.4
2.6

2.4
2.6

1. 4
2. 6

2. 6

2.5
3.4
2.8
2.8
3. 7

3. 6
2.8

2.6
3.8
3.4
2.4
2
2.8
2. 8
2.8
2.6
2. 8
2.8

2.9
1. 7

2.7
2.8
3. 5
3. 1
3.4
3. 2
2.2

Appendix

Student

Number

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

D ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

2. 8
3. 8
3.4
2.8
3.6
3.4
3
2.8
3.8
2.8
3.4
2.6
2.4
3
3
3
3.4
3.2
2.4
3.6
3.6
4
3
3.8
3. 8
3.2
3.2
3. 6
3.2
3
3
3
3
4
2.4
2.4
3.8
2. 6
3.6

College
Grade-Point

4
3.2
2
3.6
4
3.6
3.3
3. 6
3.4
.2
1. 3
3. 1
1.2
3. 5
3.8
2.3
3.2
2.8
3. 1
3. 8
3. 5
3. 9
2.7
3.4
3. 7
3. 1
3. 6
2. 5
2. 1
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.8
3. 6
2.3
2.5
3. 5
2.4
2.9

Averages

Appendix

Student

Number

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

D ( Continued)

High School
Grade-Point
Averages

4
3
2.8
2.6
3. 6
2.8
3.4
2
2.8
2.6
2.8
3.8
2.8
3.4
2.8
2.8
2.6
3
3
3.2
3. 6
4

3
3. 8
3.2
3. 2
3
3

4

2.5
2.8
2. 4

College
Grade-PointAverages
4

2.4
2.6
2 .6
3.4
2.8
2.9
2.7
3.5
3.4
2.2
3.2
3.6
3.6
3. 6
.3
3. 1
3.5
2.3
2.8
3.8
3. 9
2.7
3. 7
3.6
2. 1
1.9
2.3
3. 6
3.5
2.2
2.8

100
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